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You really can't go wrong with any Level 9 game
as they are all brilliant." crash Micro Sept 84

.Return to Eden is the long-awaited sequel to Level 9’s top-selling Snowball
adventure, set on the weirdest planet ever. Now it s here with 240 locations,

masses of puns and puzzles and with hundreds of pictures in the <jL.

amstrad, CBM 64 and Spectrum versions. -QT

"One ofthe bestadventure games
l have ever had the pleasure to get

r my hands on. i can recommend
Dungeon Adventure withoutthe
slightest fear of Being
contradicted. This Is a massive
.sojourn Into the unknown"

"Whichever machine you own,
If you have the vaguesttendency
towards adventure playing then

1

you must try one ofthese games
(unfortunately you II probably end
\up wanting to buy the lot.

- computing Today Auga

Return to Eden

!L "The Level 9 Adventures arew superbly designed and

\\ programmed, the content first

rate. The implementation of

v ._ colossal Cave (Adventurel is

'

I
nothing shortof brilliant; rush a

j)
and buy It. While you're at it. bu\

j their others, too. Simply

/(
smashing!" - Your 64, Mm

"The Saga of Erik the Viking . .

.

a remarkable Adventure game.
< it carries all the hallmarks of a Level

9Adventure - problem, text display

and size of map-with graphics of a

. standard l have notyet seen before r

)
In an Adventure.'

- Computers Video Games. Oct 84

'

,
"I thoroughly recommend these

'

Adventures, they are excellent
value for money, no self-respecting

Adventure-addictshould be
withoutthem, i believe Level 9 are
producing a series of Adventures
which should be regarded as

classics: - Page 6. July at.

"Level 9- arguably the producers
of the best adventure games in th
-UK - have done it again. Lords of
..Time is a sparkling addition to its

stable of winners."

Available from the hmv Shop and good
computer stores everywhere. Ifyour local

dealer doesn't stock Level 9 adventures

yet, use the coupon to buy them from us.

or ask him to contact: Centresoft,

Microdealer UK, Lightning, Leisuresoft,

Woriderbridge etc.

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/PO FOR

:

CASSETTE OR £1195 PER DISK

My address:

(one ofthose listed belowwith

;

32K). Send coupon to:

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING
Dept 7 , 229 Hughenden Ri

High Wycombe, Bucks, hpis



THE FIRST6W COMPUTER FOR ONLY £1291

A64K
EVERYTHING YOU WANT FROM A HOME COMPUTER

SILICA SHOP ARE THE Nol ATARI SPECIALIST

To: SILICA SHOP LTD, Depl

Sidcup, Kent, D



JNES and become the laziest and most skilled

: Hotetpuslness. Your hotel has 18 rooms most of
eir own computer game. You must play LAZY JONES, j
ach game, butavoid being caught by the Irate manag
Each game in theHotel is displayed on a split s<y4er

-tbg first TERMINAL SQFTWARE game to incorporate
i ^fastjpader-TeniiHoad. RRp £7.95/lK.

Play LAZY JOi

shirker In the I

(OTHER
INNER

STARDUST

s Jr,
raw* ; a- 4»«..a :

II
1

1

1 ill
in. - "-“jl

-Terminal Software Games,
are available from -

International Retail
Alpine— New Zeoland Bools

Terminal Software, Derby House, Derby Street, Bury BL9 ONW, England. Tel. 061-761-4321
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RELEASES
WILLYTHEWONDER

OF '84
Here they are, the biggest selling games of 1984, specially compiled For PCG.
Several of the titles stand out from the rest as big sellers on more than one machine. The

real monsters were Jet Set Willy and Daley's Decathlon on the Spectrum and '64, while



NEW UNMUSICAL EX-

PRESS
That prolific programmer Tony

Frederick Forsyth's best-

selling spy novel The Fourth

Protocol is to be produced as

an adventure game by Hutch-

inson Computer Publishing.

It's due to appear in late

spring and should cost

around £9. There will be three

main episodes, each of which
will end with an arcade sequ-

The player takes the role of

the book's hero and begins

the game silling at his compu
ter in M15 headquarters.

From then on it's a battle

against all sorts of evil enemy

The game will be released

Kempstc
BBC joy

the Com
directly

loguepo

These lucky people each win
a copy of the great Intcrdisc

Timothy Chadwick.

.
Scotland; Steven Bor

Famaby Middlesbrough:

Telford; Lee Brown,

EDA KllflE simultaneously C

r KMIl IV I C V7V/CJ modorcM and the Spcctqjj

ADVENTURING
Toa'rs beerd the racer*, want the t-shirts end, now, yee cm ploy the

mitre gome - Ocean hove signed a deal to predate the font frenhie Goes

To Hollywood computer program.

The game Is e.petted to be seme kind of adventure with mask, hot

detolls have yet to be finalised. It's still in Its embryonic stages', said

Rob Partridge of Island Records, one ol the partners in the project.

The gome is expected to be ovoilnWe in the spring for bath Spectrum

and Comnodwe 64, and should sell lor around £10.

NEW
BEEBSTICK

NEW CYLON ATTACK
Cylon Attack. A&F’s suc-

cessful 30 space blast, so far

only available on the BBC
and Commodore 64, is now
available on the Sinclair

Spectrum. The Spectrum ver-

sion is called New Cylon

Attack, and contains features

not found in its predecessors,

such as animated background

graphics and a greater divers
’

ty ofenemy ships.

TRAMIEL TALKS TOUGH
Here it is. the face which i

striking [car into Commodor
and prompting talk of a massiv

Atari revival. It belongs t

chunky, fast-talking lack Tn

and has'now thrown into m<M
ng down from £169 to £129.

on under the dynamic leadership i

of Tramicl, are attempting to mah
ne a big comeback in the hoir



WHISPERING
HORACE
Ultimate secret
One of the unanswered ques-

of 1984 was: why didn’t

those imaginative geniuses at

Ultimate ever get round to

converting their Spectrum
hits to the Commodore 64
and make themselves a bob

Whispers have reached me
lat such conversions could

ct arrive later this year ... but

icy won’t be made by Ulti-

tate. I must say no more.

Ocean v
Software Protects
Very strange. All those Soft-

Projects ads promising
Hunchback aI the Olympics
id for weeks no program
rived. Ah, but I can reveal

e reason for the delay. The
Software Projects boys had
been dragged to London's
' .gh court by Ocean who
aimed rights to the Hunch-
ick character.

Finally, Software Projects

jrccd to pay a hefty whack
for the licensing rights, clear-

ing the way for the game to hit

the market,

Express car
Wonder programmer Tony
Crowther just can't keep out
ofthe whispering circuit. One
of his new releases distri

buted by Quicksilva for his

new company Wizard, looks
astoundingly similar to

Suicide Express which he
wrote for Gremlin Graphics.
In fact it’s identical, except
that the train has become a
racing car, the music is diffe

(less pleasai

's calleds’s ears), and i

Black Thunder.
Surely Gremlin might .take

gremlin, 'We’ll let the market
give its own judgement on it. I

think Quicksilva might end
up with a lot of unsold

copies.'

Eureka sandwich
Browsing through The Times
the other day I came across a
little advert that tickled my
fancy. Here it is:

him. records?

‘But why’, he asked, 'do I ‘Oh, no,' said the lady from

have to like dogs? What do I Ocean’s PR company, 'it

have to do with them?' ‘Oh, won’t be rude!’ Why not?

nothing,' replied the charm- Horace wondered,

ing young lady at the other ‘Because we have to sell the

end, ‘it’s just that dogs like to game through WH Smith,'

- er - pee on sandwich camethe reply,

boards, don'tthey?'

Our impoverished journal-

ist made his excuses and beat

a hasty retreat.

Horace suspects that dogs
are probably very choosy ab-
out the computer-game-
advertising sandwich boards
theypee on.

How strange, 1 thought.

Why should somebody adver-

tising a computer game need
to like dogs and what they

do? What do dogs do? The
mystery was cleared up when
one of those poor, underpaid

scribblers on POO phoned up
to apply for the job. £30 for a

day wearing a sandwich
board in central London
sounded like a good deal to

Exploding Beebs
Horace is all in favour of

merry jape or two, but when
joke leads to a poor defence
less computer being drown
ed, things havegone too far,

A BBC user magazine rc

cently printed a piece ofjocu
lar advice to the effect that if

the machine printed a certain

error message you should
‘Take your computer im-
mediately to the dealer as this

Now it emerges one lady

gave her Beeb a good soaking
before taking the sodden
lump back to the dealer.
One sympathises deeply.

Some magazines seem to
have no sense of responsibil-

ity. But then some people

humour.

Frankie goes legit

jolly super to see my favourite

pop stars, the fab Frankie,

getting into computer games
with Ocean. Would the game

Hippy Mmter

be a

TOBY AND THE PROF

Commodore 64, V
Commodore 16 -
Llamasoft prices.
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NOW
AVAILABLE

ON THE
48K

SPECTRUM

System 3



System 3 Software
PRESENTS

Multi Arcade Activity

From America



Doomdark's Revenge, Rooty.

Guide and Staffof Karnath all roaring up. Pyjamarama also

continued its upward climb, while Vnderwurlde slipped to

number five and Daley’s Decathlon and Elite also dropped

^Software Projects’ classics fet Set Willy and Manic Miner

keep on yo-yoing with fSW disappearing but MM popping

back with equal shares on four machines. Also benefitting

from multi-machine sales is Return to Eden which is spread

Next month's number one is anybody's guess- but you can

bet Ultimate will be going fora hat-trick ofchart toppers.

THE TUSSI.F. for the top is really fierce but despite

Ghostbusters' strong challenge Knight l.ore has indeed gone

to number one as Ultimate predicted last month. This month

they were confident enough to say ‘Wait till Alien S comes

out, it will blow everything else away.’

Strong words indeed, but it looks like they may have

company from Ghostbusters who have shot to number two

purely on Commodore 64 sales. Activision were ‘were

absolutely delighted’ and ’look forward to it going to number

I.’ With' its release on the Spectrum that’s justifiable

The shake-up at the top of the charts continues with

PCGAMES 13



EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS FOR
THE ELECTRON
Ian Murray

EducationalPrograms for the Electron

will allow Electron owners to put their

micros to work, immediately. All the

programs are fullydocumented with useful

tips and provide an insight into

programming techniques.

SUBJECTSCOVERED INCLUDE:

History
Economics
Art
English
Mathematics
Physics

fc Chemistry

p Logic

around a games format so they are always
informative but fun to use.

Available through your localbookshop or ifyou
experience any difficultyplease fill in the

coupon below.

Illustrated 208pp £6.95

ORDER FORM Please debit my Barclaycard/Access account
number (delete as appropriate).

To: Gill Small, Tlptree Book Services Ltd,

Church Road.Tiptree.
Colchester, Essex C05OSR

Account number LLL1-1 I I I 1 nZD

Please send me copy/copies of

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THE
ELECTRON by IAN MURRAY at £6.95percopy

Address

I enclosemycheque/postal order for £
(cheques should be made payable to Tiptree

Book Services Ltd)

(Home address please I pavmg w(tna credit cardl

I Please allow28days for delivery

ICENTURYI



State Soft Limited

Centre Bessemer Drive STEVENAGE Hertfordshire SGI 2DX Tel: (0438) 317583

Commodore 64, available Now

POSITIVEIY Zgv]
PRIME EVII.Jvv]

Steer our hero TROGG the cuddly caveman,

through 96 reversible levels of dangers— Occasional hails of descending

daggers, heat-seeking balloons and the evil BUNYIP will cause you deathly

problems; But don't worry — your trusty yo-yo and off-screen action(\) will

win you points and keep you going.

SCRUBBLY guardians, HOOTER
POGLET and others will give you a hard

time, and the better you are, the nastier

and more unexpected the surprises in store.

96 LEVELS



COMMODORE C-16
AND PLUS 4
SOFTWARE

* CLIMB-IT
» HOPPIT
iSHOOT-IT
* MUNCH-IT

AVAILABLE NOW FROM LEADINC
COMPUTER STORES OR DIRECT FROM
TVNESOFT FOR £14.95

ADDISON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BLAYDON-ON-TYNE,
TYNE & WEAR. TEL: (091) 414 4611.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
OTHER EXCITING TITLES AVAILABLE SOON

INCLUDING POSTAGE & PACKING.



SAMANTHA HEMENS replies to a selection o» letters troei ourever-growing .allbag. It»« great

hearing from you, even though we can't always give individual replies. Wfrite to. Byte-back,

Personal Computer Games, 62 Oxford Street, LondonW1A 2HO.

with Best Wishes from Digital

Integration.

MrR Sharp, London

Mistaken identity

If you sent Krcmen a letter,

She did this because that is

y nickname and she does

notknow it

I have only just found out

she's done this. When my
free mega-tape was posted

this morning she said: 'They

keep sending Kremen letters,'

) 1 said, i am Kremen, it’s

y nickname,' and she told

..ie a letter arrived for me but

she’d posted itback with ‘Not

known at this address’ on it.

If you have the letter,

please send it to Chris Wel-

lington instead of Kremen to

save confusion. Sorry about

this.

A SAD FAREWELL

No need to say sorry Kre

Chris, it gave us alt a good
laugh. We’ll remember to

address those elusive letters

properly next time, but you'd

better warn yourmum if you

plan to use a nickname

again, eh?

Pipeline unblocked
1 read a couple of months ago

that someone was stuck in

the pipeline in Monty Mole.

If you've not managed to get

past it yet, here’s how to:

On screen 15 there's a pipe

coming down to the bottom

of the screen. If you gel on
this pipe and go down to.the

bottom
,
the miner's truck just

I've just changed (upgraded is

not the word) from an Oric to

a Spectrum, and before smart

alee Spectrum owners start

pointing fingers and saying

told you so' let me make it

totally clear that in my opin-

ion the Oric is a better

machine with belter facilities,

hardware-wise, but my opin-

ions on the company and the

firmware are unprintable, at

least in a family magazine,

and for risk of being sued for

libel!

But, I've been in this crazy

world for some years now,

since before Sinclair was a

household name, and while

some people were still

balancing yoghurt on early

ZX80's. All I can say to peo-

ple new to this thing is Dop-
py's first law: 'Software

Maketh Hardware.'

^
cheap and nasty piece of rub-

bish with a tacky keyboard

(this goes for the Plus also), a

lousy beeper (likewise) and
colour limitations, not to

mention the toytown Basic.

But some of the software

available for it is far superior

to anything available on more
expensive, better made and

equipped machines (well,

almost).

Take Psion’s Scrabble, a

conversion from a disk-based

Apple II program to a

cassette-based Spectrum
program, converted and im-

proved to a machine which
costs almost ten times less

than the machine the original

ran on. Pretty impressive, and

nice to watch as well as play.

And finally, I hope you do

not fall into the same trap as

some of your competitors in

catering purely for a teenage

readership, as that tends to be

incredibly patronising to old-

er readers, i.e. those over 20!

We’ll carry on writing such

sickeninglv adult pieces as

per normal, whilst the Ed
concentrates on those pieces

to be read by the 5’s and
under.
OKDoppo?

goes

Special delivery good of them, but there was

Thought I would drop you a an excellent chance it would

line regarding an excellent not arrive on time, since the

service supplied by Digital following day was a Saturday.

Integration, who produce They then supplied me with a

Fighter Pilot for the ’64. handful of Spectrum dealers the objects.

, , After securing a copy of this to telephone, none of whom Someone should do sorr

m, the miner s truck just
e from a Spectrum outlet, were particularly helpful. thing about these fiends. I

under your feet. Next
j found that it wouldn't load, After many phone calls I wasted my breath, but most

comes along, you run
s0 j rushed back to the shop still couldn’t secure a replace- all, my hard earned cash!

Initial confusion
What I’m writing to tell you is

that the initials of my rugby

teacher arc JSW. I can just see

Miner Willy leaping from

platform to platform throw-

ing rugby balls at the nasties!

Benjamin Bowden,
Leicester

I’m sure your poor rugby

teacher’s had to put up with

a lot of stick from you lot

about it. But what else does

BB stand for?

Nasty bugs
Who do Software Projects

think they arc? Here 1 am, a

proud owner of a Commod-
ore 64, laughing at puny little

Spectrum owners, because

their programs are sc

ridden - mostly at the noto-

rious fet Set Willy and its

Attic bug.

1 tell my Spectrum-owning

friends that C64 programs are

faultless, but what happens?
You've guessed it, SP replace

fSW on my machine, and I

find to my sheer horror and

disbelief that the C64 version

is also impossible to finish-

Not due to the Attic this time,

but the Wine Cellar. Yes,

that 's right, you can't get to all

jng on top of it and jump on ^ho informed me’that it was ment and once again phone
>'Pe on the next screen.

their last copy. Desperation! Dl. ‘Where do you live?’ they
After that, collect the coal

,,d hased lhe ,apc as a asked. ‘We have a program-
,m tl,pt screen then get

birthday present for my son. mer who goes through Water-
"imn

So. unimpressed by all this loo. He could meet you.'

phoned Digital Integration, Fortunately, 1 live close to

'ho immediately offered to Waterloo, arranged the meet-

;nd a copy first class post. I ing and was able to produce

Miles Horne, Fordingbridge pointed out that this was very the birthday present on time

piracy. It seems that

software houses believe that

Turbo Loading is the ultimate 1

copy protection.

PCCAMBS IT



MEGASAVE FANTASTIC SAVINGS
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35: « ESS

iSE STATE WHICH MICRO FAST SERVICE

SYNTAX IERRGK!

WHO'S KIDDING WHO ?

Please send me FREE and without

obligation details of the new service

for home micro owners that

I’lllEMSHLS A Pltl.i: YIUM.IIIIi:
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i HOME MICRO freepost 3 fifft street ionoon ecfb-isc

SEVERN SOFTWARE
As a rapidly growing technical unit, we
supply ourown original titles to certain

other companies to market on a world-wide

scale; we also take on conversion and
storyboard work from other companies.
To cope with the demand, we require:-

FREE-LANCE PROGRAMMERS for

contractwork of all types.

ORIGINALSOFTWARE for submission to

our marketing companies

Write tous at:-

15, HIGH ST,

LYDNEY
GLOSGL155DP

giving us details of your progress to date

plus work samples.

From
* CBM 64
SPECTRUM
AMSTRAD
ATARI
CBM16 MACHINES
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Byte-back

J Gibbering genius
~ Greetings, humans. The Mas-

ter here. 1 have been asked to

forward a message from the

Gibberish Speakers Suppor-
ters Club. It reads as follows:

‘We, Gibberish Speakers of

Alpha-Ccntauri wish to hum-
blythank you for assisting the

spread of this wondrous lan-

guage. In your excellent map
of Strangeloop you included

an accompanying note writ-

ten in this remarkable lan-

guage.

'We were very impressed
with the standard of phrasing

which included excellent

grammar like “Spectrum 48K
as it actually looks on
screen," and, “printouts of
each the first time.”

Such literary genius must
not go undiscovered. Many
thanks.'

The Master

(sent via London N16,
UK, Earth, Sirius sector)

We should have made itpart

of the competition to try to

unscramble that note. It can
be done. Even this office's

literary genius can some-
times get its words wixed up.

Spec«ies?7
Who needs 'em!!

In response to J Cowan’s let-

ter (Jan issue), I would like to

tell this single-minded moron
(who can’t even spell ‘pratts’

properly) that us CBM 64

owners are far from wimpish
idiots. I don’t think he quite

realises all the facts when he
refers to the 'amazingly su-

perior' Spectrum.
I'm not going to slag off the

Speccy- in fact I was going to

buy one just for the software

support it enjoys. But the

thing which put me off was
the cost ofa fully operational

^The console itself is reason-

able at 11129, but then you
need a real keyboard (unless

you're a double-jointed oclo-

sound amplifier, joystick

terfaci iick bag
st of which

covers the £200 I paid out for

64K, SID chip, real keyboard,

sprite graphics, joystick ports,

TV sound, and a totally reli-

able tape recorder.

At this point I shall return

to my cheese salad sandwich

and chicken soup to await

le bonehcaded reply from
te equally boneheaded

Spectrum user.

By the way, if Master
Cowans would like to call me
a wimpish, half-brained pratt

to my face, then 1 would be
only too pleased to use his

Spectrum (or head) as a tram-

RPVidler, Southend
Hale to say it, R P. but the

correct spelling is ‘PRAT.

From great to
worse
I’ve written to complain ab-

out your excellent magazine.
You’re ruining the computer
magazine business - how do
you expect people to buy
other magazines when yours

Chamber.
Graham Webb, London
Yeah

, but how do we i

prove it?

my Spectrum and loaded

Daley's Decathlon.

First on the agenda was the

110m hurdles. The tip was
sent in by Martin Cleaver of

Hull. I did exactly as he said

(which was to wait at the st

until about 970
nnds, then at the

Here are five tips to bring

the standard of your maga-

1 . Cut down on reviews.

2. Cut the listings.

3. Cut the competitions.
4. Cut the Tricks 'n' Tac-

5. Cut

Watching the clock
When I bought the December
issue of PCG 1 jumped onto
my bed and started exploring

the pages. I came across some
great hints for my games on
your Tricks 'n Tactics page.

So, I plonked myself down on
Challenge a chair, turned onmy tele and

finish line until the clock goes

round to 000
,
cross the line

and get an amazing time).

1 wailed, and waited, and
waited, and ... zzzzz. When 1

woke up after half an hour, it

was STILL going. In fact it

took 33 minutes 13 secs!

NOT nine minutes. 1 don't

want to seem boring, but this

is pretty BAD! Although 1

must say most of the tricks ’n

tactics are quite brill.

Chris Wood, Ruislip, Middx
Er, Chris, I think you just

might have let the clock go
round TWICE while )

wereasleep!

Is the EdaRED?
Up till now I've always loved

PCG. Yet, I have always been
nagged by CA's biased 0
parisons of the '64 and Spec-
trum, and 1

another nagging suspicion
thatCA is a RED!!!

I warn you now, if this

communist trend continues I

will not be held responsible

for my action (I’ll no longer

buy PCG, but get a pirate

copy of it! ) So there.

By the way, in Sinclair's

game Stop the Express,

shouldn't those birdy things

be called McCarthy Birds?

David Susswein, Eastbourm

Sorry David, yoursuspicions
about Chris (the Ed) being 1

RED are totally unfounded.
He's been thoroughly check-

ed out, and Pm afraid he'

normal.
I’m afraid you’ll have U

ask Sinclair about the, et

McCarthy birds, we’re total

fy clueless.

Jet set bug
Hands up all ofyourCMB 64
owners who've bought fet Set

Willy and found the Wine
Cellar bug. You haven’t?
Well, let me enlighten you. It

is impossible to get two ofthe

pieces on the left hand side of
the screen. So, the Software
Projects bug saga continues

with the CBM 64 versii

let Set Willy.

Alan Matthews.
Edgeware, Middx
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a diamond can also claim his Dr

her share of the Royalty Fund.

This grows with every

copy sold up to a maximum of

£1 million.

The Spirit of the Stones

book is a great read.

i^B The Spirit of the

Stones software is great

entertainment.

But they're much more

than that.

& They're an adventure.

A fascinating tale of

mystery and imagination.

^1 A voyage of discovery on

the Isle of Wight.

A voyage of discovery

STONES HIDDEN ON

THE ISLE OFW1GHI

i

But - and here's the

catch... in the form of riddles

and clues.I Solve the puzzles in the

program and you’ll find it easier

to solve the puzzles in the book.

Solve the puzzles in the

book and one (or morel

“Only commodore diamonds can

one manV computer software be yours.

There are 41 of them.

41 real diamonds hidden

somewhere on the island, just

waiting to be discovered.i 40 diamonds set in

stoneware talismans. And the

great Wight Eye itself, the most

fabulous diamond of them i

knows where they are hidden,

and he’s not saying,m All that he has to say he's

said already. In the Spirit of

the Stones.

It's a book and a computer

game.i And together they reveal

the whereabouts of all those

diamonds.

I Forever. And ever.

You don't even have to go

to the Isle of Wight. ('Though

should you want to, we've put

a bargain holiday offer in

every pack!.

. You simply work out

where the diamonds are,

and post off your claim.

Whoever discovers I

into an unknown world of

poltergeists, unholy spirits,

banshees, manticores and

demons.

The Spirit of the Stones

is as entertaining as it can

be rewarding. And, like all of

our software, it has been

specifically designed to get

the best out of Commodore

hardware.

You can't choose better.

Commodore software: it

costs no more, even though

there’s more to it.

SPIRIT OF THE STONES DISK OR CASSETTE WITH BOOK £14.99.
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COMMODORE 64

Available
Good retailers



\HOKSES MO0™,

micro-antic/
Littlehome, Hawthorne Lane,

Codsall, Wolverhampton,
W. Midlands. Tel:09074-5147

BLANKCASSETTES
Guaranteed top quality computer/

audio cassettes at great budget prices

Packed lnbox»* otlOwtfhlabet*,
Waycard*and Ebrary cate.
Prices include VAT, postand packing.

(C5) £3.35 (C301S4.70
CIO) £3.40 0 050) £5.30
(02 £3.45 (C90)£7.00
(05) £3.75

BASFFLOPPYDISCS
Pricesofboxesof 10

5'U Single side/Double density £19.95

5'/4 Double side/Double density£21 .85
5'A Double side/Quad density £28.75

MICRO FL£XI DISCS
Price per irit

2>'h"Single side £4.00each
3V Double side £4.75each

Indicate quantityofeach predict
required in boxes. Free delivery U.K. only.

Cheque/P.O. Enclosed for£

NAME

ADDRESS ...

propcswowh
mflGrencs itd

amAA
suse, 329 HufiletRoad,LeedsLS103W

FREEPOSTTeL (0532) 706066

HIRE SPECTRUM
SOFTWARE

OVER 210 different tapes lor hire in-

cluding ARCAOE, ADVENTURE, BUS-

INESS, EDUCATIONAL, etc. -seen an m/c

Compiler FREE 26 page catalogue. FREE

newsletter, with hints, lips and our top

tape chart.

OVER 3000 tapes in slock, with up to 6(1

copies ol each title lor Iasi service. AH

(apes sent b> Isl class post.

LOWEST PRICES - hire up In 3 lapes al 3

lime, troni 63p each lor two weeks hire.

(Plus pSp and VAT). European members

welcome

Tapes for sale al DISCOUNT prices.

Telephone 01-661 9240 (9am - 5pm) or

write lor lurther details, nr complete Ihe

coupon and JOIN TODAY you've nothing

Far a limited period, we
are oPering HALF-PRICE

membership lo readers ol

this magazine Join now,

LIFE membershio is only

E3.00 (normally £6.00).

A new service Irani N.S.L.

SWOP your unwanted

lapes with lapes Irom

other members tor a small

handling charge ol only

60p (plus p&p and VAT)

MATRONAL SOFTWARE LIBRARV
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REWRITE THE HIGH SCORE TABLES
With the Gunshot, you’ll have all your enemies cowering in corners. 8-directional action and an all-in-

one moulded stem allows accurate annihilation and strength to survive those all-night

sessions. Dual fire buttons for fading fingers (and a rapid fire version when

y're really coming thick and fast). And, ifyou break it (and we know you’ll

)
our 12 month guarantee will prove invaluable. The Gunshot plugs directly

o practically all popular home computers (ask about Vulcan interfaces

for the BBC, Spectrum, Electron, C 16, Plus 4). Only £8.95.

See the range ofVulcan joysticks and ir

at your local stockist...
’

we’ll see you on the

high score tables ELECIRDflJCS LTD

)n, c. id, nus 4). uniy la.ys.

ysticks and interfaces \ V\X

VULCAnv
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your level goes up, until eventually you

succumb to radiation sickness

The first room, like the others, is full

of platforms, steps and surreally nasty

creatures. Things whirr and whine, float

up and down and there are even strange

mutant pussy cats - presumably to catch

strange mutant mice.

Key control is quite straightforward

left, right, jump - and success is mainly a

enough and good enough to ki

it for a long time. But comparii

be made with let Set Willy.

Softstone's game loses out ir

originality and wit. Plus, of c

complete lack so far of any

matter oftiming and strategy. The roo

have a variety of problems to negotia

and some will prove easier than otht

Getting through all 63, however, will

a dangerous and time-consuming be

Fahrenheit's colours and graphics

;

well above average and the game is la

QAME: DOQMDARK’S REVENGE

MACHINE! SPECTRUM 48K

EBOMl BEYOND £9.99

difficult to achieve than in Midnigi

There's so much one could say i

this game, but it all boils down tc

thing - go out, buy it. load it up
spend hours, days, weeks, perhaps

months playing it. You'll enjoy

what’s more the wolves, skulkrin, ice

trolls, and dragons don’t just stay in one

place in this game they move about,

making progress for individual charac-

ters more risky. Because of the in-

creased complexity of the program, the

game varies tremendouslyeach time you
Steve Cooke

Screen Test /



Screen Test

iPSPECTRUM • SPECTRUM • SM
Brian
Bloodaxe
No, it's nol another Viking adventure

game from Level 9, it's a wacky, way-
out, wonky, and extremely challenging

platform game with over 100 screens

and 300 sprites, quirky surprises, and
objects to collect.

Your on-screen identity is in the care

ofone Brian Bloodaxe, ahorn-helmctcd
hero who can move and jump in all the

usual directions as well as pick up, drop,

or use assorted items as and when he
comesacross them.

Items include pints of lager to boost

your energy, which otherwise deterio-

rates as you move about. The display

also shows your score, the current hi-

score, and a group of little Vikings

(representing whatever remains of your
four lives) doing the hokey-cokey in the

Other essential articles include va-

rious different colour keys which will

enable you to open similarly coloured

gates to proceed to new pillaging

grounds.

The sprites also have their surprises.

Ducks, for example, may trample you to

death, but you can also jump onto their

backs and from there to another screen.

Platforms that look safe and secure may
suddenly dodge out of the way if you
jump towards them.

In fact, there are a whole host of

unusual features in this game. Your
homy helmet, for example, isn't just

there for the sake ofappearances- it can
be a real pain in the backside for some of

your opponents. What's more, you can
jump and stick yourself to the ceiling

sometimes ifyou're in areally tight spot.

Other innovations include the ability

to dig through platforms (sometimt

only way to access certain areas)

find your spade first. One screen

features a giant pool table, which

almost certainly have you snookered if

you're not very careful. Ifyou fancya bit

of a shoot-'em-up, there's even a pistol

If you've been playing Knight Lore,

you’U be familiar with the idea of using

objects as stepping stones. Brian can

drop an object, climb onto it, and then

jump for all he’s worth to reach other-

wise inaccessible areas.

Some great music starts the game and
play is accompanied by melodious

beeps. Every screen has a humorous
link with a town or area ofGreat Britain

(Snooker tabic = Poole, geddit?) and

your task is nothing less than the con-

quest of every square inch of GB. Yes.

Brian, definitely a platform game that

has the edge over all the others ..

.

Steve Cooke
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STRUM • SPECTRUM • SPECTRUI
GAME! BATTLECARS

MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: GAMES WORKSHOP, £7.95

Batllecars features four different sec-

tions all of which should keep you
occupied for some time with their com-
plexity and action. The four sections are

a driving race, a car fight in an arena, a

battle in a town and a chance to design

The cars are horrendous monsters

kitted out with all sorts of technology

and weapons to make them real mean
machines. They have armour, offensive

weapons like missiles and lasers and

defences like oil slicks and smoke.
There are already eight cars set up but

you can produce your own using a

beautiful graphic designer sequence.

The cars battle either against each

other or against the dock on the racing

circuit. The autodrome is a bare arena in

which the cars try to inflict more dam-

age on their opponents than they re-

ceive themselves.

Slug City is a townscape in which two

players can fight it out. this time in the

close confines of the streets. The circuit

is less violent, with cars competing in a

straight driving race round some rough

terrain or against the clock.

In the autodrome and the circuit you

PLUMMET

NE: SPECTRUM 48K
SJtEMP, CURS, SINC

INTERCEPTOR
,
£7.00

while the lift is stuck on the third screen

up. You have to pick up one of the

coiled, flashing ropes and climb a series

of stairs through the three screens to the

Fortunately'it’s not you that plummets

in this game, it’s the mayor- three floors

ina lift whileyou stand by having a good

You're supposed to be trying to help

the poor trapped man by collecting

ropes to hold up the lift. Thirty ropes

will save him but you can only collect

them one at a time and, as you would

expect, there are lots of nasty things

trying to stop you.

The hotel you are in is represented on
three screens starting with the lobby,

lift.

In your path there are, of course, a

variety of hazards. The first floor fea-

tures concrete floor blocks which move
up and down trying to crush you, as well

as a zombie doorman who shuffles up
and down, his back permanently hun-

ched.

The second Door has a mutant revolv-

ing door and four fire doors, while the

third has four doormen and falling dust,

1 of which prove fatal to your rotund

The doorm n be dealt with by

DSsanisDii^ssaDDitHiasaDeiDii^dassaeiDiti
Cyclone
According to the ads this game will take

the country by STORM geddit? Cer-

tainly the wind blows fiercely in this

challenging follow-up to Tornado Low

So much so that the helicopter you

pilot can get blown off course, and
possibly even dumped onto the ground.

It all depends how close you are to the



tA • SPECTRUM • SPECTRUM
can compete against a computer oppo-

nent, but in Slug City it's you, a friend

and two keyboard overlays battling it

The screen for each game shows the

area in which each car is driving, a map
of the whole territory, its speed and fuel,

as well as updates on the damage it’s

sustained and weapons still available.

The sound isn't up to much, there is

very little of it, but that doesn't detract

hwkipomts

m the h

It wi to get to know
the controls and all the aspects of the

s well worth doing. It’s a

bleak view of an automative future but

V
T"e gome requires
I'ntoitforitsentert
be realized but it ,s

for the white I

terrific to play. Bob Wade

deniaterialising them with a tranquilis-

er, but you can only shoot this while you

are carrying a rope. The Ere doors arc

also opened by shooting at them,

though why tranquilisers should open

If you lose all your lives Ihe chain

which is holding the lift snaps and the

mayor plummets three floors while

shouting for help. Unfortunately you
don’t get to see him hitthebasement in a

crumpled heap, but you can’t have

everything can you?
High scores for this game aren’t going

to look very impressive since you only

score one point for each rope attached.

Ifyou can get morethan lOyou’re doing

well. Bob Wade
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^POWTScentre of the cyclone which is threaten-

ing a group of very pleasant looking

islands.

Your mission is to locate and pick up

crates of medical supplies, live in all,

and return them to home base. The
trouble is finding them. As in TLL, your

aircraft is seen flying over a scrolling3D
landscape. But this time the area is

much bigger. There are a total of 14

islands separated by expanses of ocean

and it would take about five minutes of

flying time to visit all ofthem

.

But visiting isn’t enough. Each island

must be explored in search ofa crate and

this means repeatedly using an 'alterna-

tive view’ which allows you to look at

objects (eg. houses, cliffs) from the other
"

' s anything hidden

whirling rotor bhd7s^!L°,
n 'lr?'ed

'he game is enthrall ’
,

,lno1 crasi

Ahh0ughderwa,°ecfv"f
d'C ''ye -

•'’specially with.c.,-.
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" 'he cyclone or

shadow which is

I beaches

n islandBy the lime you’v

ortwo, you’llbe running tow on tuci ana

must find a base to land on. There’s also

that cyclone to worry about. You can

monitor its progress (and your own) on

a map of the islands. When it starts

approaching you'd better clear out, or

make an emergency landing
Meanwhile a clock is ticking away. If

you haven't completed your mission

within about 15 minutes, you must start

again. If you do succeed, you get

another set of crates to pick up in
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trickier locations.

Although Cyclone looks similar to

TLL, there are enough improvements to

give it a characterof its own.The game is

one of exploration and strategy rather

than pin-point control.

There’s plenty of attention to detail,

including a useful range of indicators on

the right and bottom of the screen. 1 als,

like the people who stand and wave a

you on the islands - a pity you can’t d
anything to help them, really.

Still, this is an impressive piece c

programming and an addictive game.

Chris Anderson
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FROM: SOFTWARE PROJECTS, £5.95

Software Projects are renowned for

their platform games and this one
should be aworthyaddition to the line.

There are 15 screens, on each of

which you have to collect three 're-

source’ blocks by pushing them onto a

matter transporter. The blocks appear

wide range of monsters and obstacles to

stop you.

You can start at any one of the 15

screens so it’s a high score challenge.

This does have one advantage: you don't

Also, it’s not a matter of passing over

objects since you have to move the

blocks around the screen.

You cannot jump, so your only way
up is to stand on top of an erupting

volcano which will boost you up to the

first platform you come across. You can

also travel up by using a red escalator

which moves automatically, so watch
out for dangers at the top before you

Fortunately, you are allowed to fall

any distance in pursuit of your blocks
but a missed step may have you trying to

hoist yourselfup to the lop again.

side of the tape in the Backpackers

Guide. They include such weirdos as the

schizoid Double Headed Emu of

Thwark, the paranoid Googly Bird and

the disgusting Snottoid

.

Ziggy’s backpack is singularly capa-

cious: he can store all eleven critturs at

the same time. Unfortunately they don't

all rub along together very well - they

may eat each other - and they all require

different diets. Working all this out, as

well as finding them, is what this first

part of the projected Backpackers trilo-

:B^sj[3DiiH^B:[aDHaga:[3nHB[«B:[aDO

lode Runner
This title was a big hit some time back in

America and Software Projects have

Britain as a Major Event, guys.

In essence it’s very similar to Space
Panic. You run round a network of

ladders and platforms collecting gold

nuggets and steering clear of a gang of

chasing men. You can dig traps for them
to fall into at a touch ofa fire button, but

unlike Space Panic you can’t then have

the satisfaction of stamping them out of

existence. You simply secure yourself a

fewmoments’ reprieve.

What Lode Runner does have are a
few extra features such as invisible trap

doors -and more importantly 150 diffc-



M • SPECTRU?"
The monsters come in all shapes ai

sizes, from enormous dragons blowing

fireballs to yo-yoing spiders and dipping

ducks. Many ofthese can be disposed of

with your handy time delay bombs.
These will only destroy the beasts so it

won’t matter if you drop one
accidentally.

As with any platform game there are

different floors and this one has an
extending platform which flashes and
then disappears. All this means that

most screens require good timing to

complete and with the time limit on
each one you arc continually under
pressure to act quickly.

Bob Wade

shoot aliens: but these are just

rudimentary balls and become very bor-

ing indeed. Even worse, there’s no
sound at all in the program.

This is not a game which you could

call exciting. It requires patient explora-

tion, map-making and note-talcing in

order to work out the various combina-
tions of animals you can carry. The
absence of sound is a disappointment,

as isthe fact that Ziggjfs backpack is not

yet convertable to submarine or buggy -

we’ll have to waitfor parts two andthree
for that.

ScreenTesil
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GIFT FROM THE GODS
"The Power of Destiny"

• Number 1 Blockbuster from the "MEGA TEAM"
• Spectacular arcade - adventure played in a multitude of ways

and at many different levels.

• watch the Secrets of the Labyrinth unfold as our Hero, ORESTES, tests his skill

against the power of GOD and MAN.
• Stunning animated graphics take you beyond time . .

.

into the "FIFTH DIMENSION".
• "INTELLIGENT" controls allow ORESTES to perform an astonishing repertoire

of feats from the command of joystick or keyboard.
• Discover the key to "AGAMEMNON'S puzzle, through the power of

Intrigue and Illusion!

Ocean Software is available from selected branches ol WOOUTOKJH. \v I ISMI

I

H
. Hf ^l-lil.l.1

, U-l LASKYS Rumbelows. COMET
Spectrum Shops and all good software dealers. I rade enquiries welcome.



rRAD •COMMODORE 64 • BBC •
there are ladders and sloping escalators,

and on the later levels, steps. There is a
transporter lift on the left hand side of

the screen to getyou up ordown.
There are also guns around the screen

which you can use to shoot down the

occasional monster which hatches. But

the aim of the game is to bash the egg

over the head before it hatches and
releases its space-ship.

Control of the characters and the

various machines is with the joystick

and, although this may sound hard, it is

just a matter of positioning and then

pressing the fire button

,

If eight space craft hatch and escape

the earth will be destroyed before your

/ eyes. Less than eight and you w‘"

MACHINE; BBC B

CONTHOL: KEYS

FROM: SOFTWARE INVASION, £7.95

It looks like toyland when you first see

the boat (jet or not?) ready at the start,

but in this Pole Position for boats you're

racing against time.

I found it incredibly difficult to man-
oeuvre my craft forsome time, but when
I finally mastered the technique ... I still

wasn'tverygood at it!

After each lap you complete there's a

little sailors' ditty and you're off on the

next lap. Motor chugging away, this time

you're faced with more hazards, and
they keep breeding with each lap of the

Marker flags, coiled serpents, ducks,

rocks, sail boats and even alligators

attempt to make your passage that much
more difficult.

Little Ledgic, the guy who’s got to do
all the climbing, has got a myriad of

nasties to contend with, including sen-

tient barrels (they’ll be talking next!),

meteorite storms and ‘strange and peri-

lous guardians’, which comes in various

shapes and sizes.

The precious stones Lcdgic's got to

get are all white, flashing and square,

which makes them easy to identify with

for some of us eh? The rest of the

graphical characters arc nicely detailed,

butnothing exciting.

The various ways in which you're

attacked, have at least got some original-

ity, such as meteors destroying the plat-

formsas they fall.

ll STAR EGGS
El COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: MIRRORSOFT, £6.95

....oh n

: this. king...get

original game from Mirrorsoft which
combines a shoot-'em-up with a plat-

form game. Creatures from outer space

are heading towards earth intent on

Before you can get to the eggs, you
must destroy the guardian ships - there

is oneon each screen . This doneyou can
enterthe incubator.

ind the platforms

ii LEDGEMAN^
MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: SOFTWARE PROJECTS, £7.95

Software Projects seem to have the

uncanny knack of producing more and
more platform games. This is another

For those of you not looking for

original, entertaining stuffyou'd do well

to buy this. An endless amount of

screens with ever increasing difficulty,

and afteryou've completed eight, there's

not a lot left to see, since they just repeal

themselves again, and again . .

.

is HUNCHBACK
MACHINE: AMSTRAD
CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: AMSOFT, £8.95

1 never really understood why Hun-
chback was such a hit with you games-

me any nearer to solving the mystery.

In case anyonedoesn’t know whatthe
game's about, here's a brief summary of
the scenario: Quasimodo must rescue

38 PCCAME5

his sweetheart Esmerelda from the cas-

tle in which she is imprisoned.

If that’s the sort of thing that rings

your bell, then you may like the game. I

found it pretty dull - like the graphics

and the sound. Peter Connor

E: ‘ER*BERT

AMSTRAD
JOYSTICK, KEY

MICROBYTE, £5.95

The asterisk gives the game away, and a

very good version of Q'Bert it is, loo. In

common with past incarnations of the

bouncing creature, ‘Er'Bert is a rotund

fellow with an unpleasantly large hoo-

ter. His only task in life is to bounce
around the blocks of various 3D struc-



AMSTRAD •
have a fightingchanceof survival.
The graphics are quite good, especial-

ly the movement of yourself and your

aimlessly once they arc hatched and
then drift out of the incubator. A bit

more action wouldn’t havegone amiss.

The sound though is brilliant. There
are three different tunes, all of which
leave you tapping your foot, and hum-
ming the tune forthe rest ofthe day.

The game is unbelievably addictive -
only a blown fuse should prevent you

can continue to ‘hatch out' more games
likeStarEggs to keep us on the boil ! ! I

Adrian Ogden

COMMOD0SE64^

(screen
aboul ,he ha'ching

“"n9 cha,,e"ge. ^BobVVad

The land you pass also gains build-

ings, cattle grazing, trees and mountains
which all furtherthe distraction.

Bumping into the land (well, actually

you seem to go through it) slows you
down considerably. The ultimate dis-

grace occurs if you run out of time on
the course. The stop watch gives a tinkle

and that's the end of that game.
I felt 1 had to have just one more go,

just to finish yet another lap. so I guess it

was addictive.

Toy town graphics, high score table

and the rest, definitely a good one for

the familyon wet Sundayafternoons.
Samantha Hemens
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There's a lot of noise going on in the

effects. But both, or either, of these can
be shut off by simply pressing a key
sheer luxury on the noisy Beeb. What I

found interesting was the fact that you
could get to the next level by pressing

the @ key. If you do decide to pull this

one, you’ll notice your score goes up as

if you’d finished the screen properly. I

managed to do all 100 this way - good

Anyway, after all’s said and done, a

presentable platform job, which
wouldn't look amiss on anyone's shelf,

but might never get played.
Samantha Hemens

E: BLAGGER
MACHINE: AMSTRAD
CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

PROM: ALUGATA, £7.95

This game first appeared on the Com-
modore 64 many moons ago, was con-

verted to the BBC and became a PCG
Hit and now finds itselfreincarnated on
the Amstrad in a very creditable version.

There are twenty screens, repetitive

music and what the blurb calls 'a vast

array of killing nasties.’ The blurb’s right

too. As Roger the Dodger, the red-

haired burglar, you will be confronted

by such gruesome sights as disembodied
mouths champing at the bit to devour

you, homicidal sweeties, lunatic tele-

phones and much more.
Each screen is an arrangement of

Roger has to work out how to collect all

the keys before getting to the safe and
reaching the next screen. It's not easy.

Graphics and animation are very good,

at the m impanii is tedi-

tures, changing their colouras he goes.
Trying to stop him are Boris the

Coiiy the snake. For bonus points you
can steal Boris’s banana, but this is a

very dangerous ploy as the hairy beast

gels very, very angry. Cascading balls

and a black hole appearing at random
are other little difficulties 'Er has to

FEBRUARY 1983

of escape back to the starting point and
can also be used to lure Coiiy and Boris

to their doom. This game is an excellent

Q*Bert clone, with beautiful graphics

and good sound.

Peter Connor
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• BBC •ELECT
a great deal of imagination doesn't look
anything like a horseman.
Anyway, the screen appears, with you

(the blob) at the start and you follow a
little track around until you reach the

centre of the screen where the message

you're carrying is to be delivered. Once
this is accomplished, you start all over

again with different obstacles.

These obstacles consist of water

courses which have to be jumped, and

foot soldiers who have to be killed.

When you reach one ofthese on the first

screen it dissolves into a larger repre-

sentation of you and either your oppo-
nent or water course, with the water

being far more deadly. You then have to

GAME: MR EE

MACHINE: SBC

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: MICROPOWER, £6.95

Have you ever been chased by an
Umph? No? Well it's no fun. I can tell

you. In this D/g Dug-derivative (what a

mouthful!) they're definitely out to get

Taking the part of a wizard who's
beautifully decked out in red with white

spots, you dig your way around collect-

ing cherries. Why he needs them is a

are weird and wonderful, and ours is not

to ask silly questions.

CAME: DEVIL'S CAUSEWAY
MACHINE: BBC B

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: WARLOCK SOFTWARE, £6.95

The first and probably most important

thing to say about this game is that you
mustn't be deceived by the packaging

and the blurb. This game isn't a conven-
tional arcade affair, it is a light-hearted

educational package aimed at kids of

about 10 years old.

You are cast as a soul lost in Hell and
you must move along the Devil's Cause-
way if you wish to escape from the

clutches of Satan and go free. Along the

way you will encounter some rather

strange people (servants of the Devil?)

and these will try to trick you. This they

doby settingyou a problem.

For example, Simon Summer will ask

you to add up a string of numbers and
type in the answer in a set time. Colin

Crusher attempts lit crush you with a

letter on the keyboard- Lenny wants to

kill you outrightsoyou need to avoid his

lightening and this is more a matter of

luck than judgement.

in undera minute or sacrifice a life. Basil

the Bomber is a raving maniac and he

invites you to open one ofthree boxes to

any one time (it’s 100 screens big), Your
aim is to pick up 12 crystals which will

allowyou to escape the maze.
Hassling you en route are a series of

design, but usually you can blast them
out of the way.

One which is pretty hard to get past

spends its time chucking explosives all

over the place. Another sends out po-

wered probes in two directions, and you
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ON* BBC*
kill or jump and if you manage it you're
back to the track and on to the next

obstacle. Simple.
The nasty little foot soldiers (yellow

blobs with spikes) appear in several

different locations. Witha bush, without
a bush and with a bridge, but this

doesn't make much difference to the

gameplay since all you have to do is

shoot them with an arrow and carry on.

In later levels, you even get two or three

ofthem attacking at once.

After you've managed to pick up the

rather obscure keys and work out what
to do the game becomes rather easy, if

not boring and you begintowonder why
you'rebothering. Samantha Hemens

This member ofthe magical fraternity

carries with him a crystal ball which, in

desperation, can be thrown at the

marauding Umphs.
Also strewn around the screen are

red, juicy apples which can be toppled

or pushed ontoany close pursuers.

Afterwanderingaround the screen for

a bityou may find that the baddies home
has turned into a succulent hamburger
and ifyou eat it the screen turns red and
the Umphs will be frozen in their tracks.

This is all very well, but when the

Umphs are held at bay, the Maras r

play and these blue blobs with p ___

yellow eyes are just as mean as the first

lot of nasties. However, you do accumu-
late points for the seemingly pointless

tactic of holding off one lot just to face

the other.

Not a lot changes from level to level,

except the colour of the screen and the

nastiness of the monsters. There's the

option of listening to the musical ditties

some epic ques ,
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Simon Rogei

see if it contains a bomb. This is a matter

of either pure luck or clairvoyance.

There arc a whole host offurther freaks

to be found.
As a game. Devil's Causeway isn’t

outstanding, in fact, if it was being sold

purely on the strength of its game play

you could guarantee that the manufac-
turers would have quite a few copies left

over. However, the strength of Devil's

Causeway is not as a game for home use
but as an educational tool in primary

schools. It is a valuable program that

tests memory skills, mental arithmatic

and keyboard familiarity in a way which
is relatively enjoyable and not intimidat-

ing or patronising. Rob Patrick

carefully. The background graphics, GAMEiC
however, are much less interesting. machih

I really enjoyed playing this game and
found my fingers itching to map it out.

The only thing is, 1 don't think it would
take that long to solve. Chris Anderson

but what does it matter when it's all so
addictiveyou could play for hours.

_ Samantha Hemens

played or blissful silence as the

wizard trundlesaround the screen.

The game's not particularly w "

sented. there’s no title scree
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CONTROL! KEYS, JOYSTICK

SOFTWARE PROJECTS, £7.95

when hit. Standard graphics

In my view, Software Projects should

really have put this in their cheapo
range, then it may havebeen worth it.

Chris Anderson
ist be a thousand and one
: this on the Beeb. You move
taze collecting keys and trea-

t dodging or shooting the
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NOTFOR
PEOPLEWITH
HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE!

Watch out for them—
these four new games
could be dangerous to

your health. And, as
they’re from A’n’F, they’re

second to none, calling for

a level of skill that’s

bound to set the adrenalin

SPECTRUM 48k CYLON
ATTACK—Now with better

than ever isometric perspective

graphics (3D). £5.75

BBC 32k SNARL-UP—Sheer
bumper to bumper frustration

and only five chances to hit the
fast lane. £6.90

COMMODORE 64 GUMSHOE
—One bleepin’ obstacle after

another stops you reaching a
girl who needs you—
desperately. £7.90

SPECTRUM 48k ALPHA-BETH
—The brain teaser that makes

loubly difficult for you to give
i right answer. £5.75
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AGON • ORIC • DRAGON • ORI<
GAME: CATEG-ORIC

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: NO MAN'S LAN 7.95

Despite being in the middle of the
Pacific ocean you can stay remarkably
dry with Categ oric, which apart from
being a clever title has nothing to do
with thegame.
fn your unspecified warship you have

" around the sea looking for

more detailed account of your ship’s

status is also available telling you what
enemy shipping you have sunk so far

and what slate your own vessel is in.

larger, more informative displays of
your asdic (submarine locator) and
radar can be used to target your
weapons on theenemy,

: depth charges and gre-

s and ships ti while
trying to stay intact yourself. To aid you
:

1 your task you have five main controls.

Pilotage shows you your speed, direc-

on, asdic, radar and pump situation. A

other ships. You can also blast plane
out ofthesky with your machineguns.

For subs and ships you first need to
Dnd the enemy vessels’ coordinates via

the asdic or radar and then launch your
attack, which in the case of the ships
also has to be targeted by a screen

You can come under fire from all the

opposition and, if hit by a sub’s torpe-

does, you need to quickly get to your
bailing and fire pumps to save the ship.

Four leaks or four fires and you’ll be on
yourway tothe bottom.
The game is very fast moving and

much quicker than even a real time
simulation, so there’s always plenty of
action. Unfortunately it is sometimes
too fast and you have little chance to
intervene as you are sunkyct again.

The sound effects are loud and dis-

tinctive and add to the pressure of the
game.

All in all, if you've got a limited
amount of money, there are better

games around. Bob Wade

ICE CASTLES

1; DRAGON
CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: MICRODEAL, £8.00

Crystal Castle from the arcades is mak-
ing its debut this month on both the
Beeb and the Dragon, although this is

notas good as theBBC game.
The scenario is as usual, with Bently

Bear in the castles collectinggems while
being harassed by monsters who are

either after him or the precious gems.
Each castle is made up of three-

dimensional blocks which form stair-

ways. platforms and paths, all littered

The castles can be confusing though
because you can go down a pathway
behind a wall but your figure remains in

view. Until you visualise the perspective

he appears to be wandering about in

thin air. This can be very disorientating

even if the hidden paths are handy for

escaping from the nasties.

Gem eaters, Berthilda the witch, trees

and bees are all very bad for Bently's
health but can be opposed with the use
ofa magical hat. It appears from time to
lime and you can pick it up, making you
invincible fora lime.

To complete each screen you have to
get all the gems but since the beasts can
eat them as well you have to claim the

last c yourself to get the bonus.
Bently’s hunger for honey also brings
dividends, grabbing a honey pot for

extra points.

Other useful features in the castles are
lifts which can get you to out-of-the-way
gems and special doors which, if you
can enter them, will takeyou to a higher

The sound effects are very good, sav-

ing the game from total disaster, but
who buys a game just forthe sound ?

The main problem with the game is in

the control. When rushing around, the
joystick seems to take on a mind of its

own and automaticallywhips you round
comers and obstacles. Bob Wade

BSSSDIBDii'M-SSE

Trouble in

Store
s the first Oric game I've seen that

s anywhere near providing the sort

of challenge and fun given by arcade
adventures on the Spectrum.
The game takes place in a department
ore called llarridges, a name which

the Oric announces in its gruff tones

when you begin play. You are the new
store manager and your first day at work
has been so hectic that it has left you
with horrible nightmares: your attempts
to empty the cash registers are constant-

ly frustrated by hostile goods from the

’s 32 departments.

each screen you first have to
collect the key before you can get to the

till. This usually involves getting to the

.
1 the screen for the key, back to the

bottom for the till and then back up to

>p to exit to the next department.
All the lime your ‘promotion prospects'

iminishing and may even drop so
low thatyou die.
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I This certainly makes things a lot and the sound makes very good use of standard in future
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erent the One’s loudspeaker,

ocile While Trouble in Store might not give

e. At let Set Willy any trouble in a Game of

jy an the Year contest, it’s certai nly one of the
by a best and most enjoyable games to have

appeared on the Oric in recent months.
Ilent Let's hope Orpheus can keep up the

ts.PeteConnor
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E 64 • MSX • SPECTRUM • DRAO
!i TAPPER

!i COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: US GOLD, E9.95C, EI2.95D

The action’s so frenetic in Tapperthat it

comes as a surprise when you notice

that allyou're dispensingas the barman-

hero is soda. If it's non-alcoholic, why
arc all those people rushing back so
quickly for more? And then you realise

that this micro version of the recent

arcade game has been cleaned up for

home consumption. In those dens of

iniquity the liquid foaming out of the

taps was beer.

Whateve: r poison, though, the

game’s very attractive graphically and
can prove frenetically compulsive to

play. You take the role of an American
bartender doing his best to keep his

customers satisfied.

On each screen there are four parellel

bars running from left to right. At the

ends are the beer - sorry, soda - taps,

where you, with your greasy hair and
dapper white jacket, are positioned.

You move up and down filling glasses

and collecting empties with ever-

increasing rapidity.

The firstof the fourscreens is the Wild
West saloon. Mean and thirsty hombres
come a-stompin’ in, their enormous
moustaches quivering in anticipation.

You Dll up and sling the glasses- ofsoda

-.“12

CAME: BIL LY BLUEBOTTLE

CONTROL; KEYS, KEMP
FROM: POWER SOFTWARE, £5.95

You are cast as Billy Bluebottle, sup-

posedly the sophisticated saviour of the

fly world, who as well as being remark-
ably urbane and intelligent, isalso gifted

with 'Superbluebotlle' strength. Unlike-

ly? Certainly. Intriguing? Yes.

From a lames Bond style cassette

inlay and loading graphic we find that

the game is a simple looking platforms

and lifts affair patrolled by men with

aerosol cans and scattered with various

objects such as a kettle, an old style

cooking range, a telephone and what I

You must move Billy around in an
attempt to rescue a fellow fly from the

rapidly flooding basement. This you do
by using the lift to move between levels

and eating putrefying food to sustain

your super strength.

You accumulate points by moving the

aerosol wieMingadvereaS However
you must be careful not to block your
route since there are fly papers hanging
down and ifone ofthe objects gets lined

up with these you can'tget past, possibly

blockingyour route to the food.

Generally, Billy is a nice enough game
with some fairly pretty graphics and a

comparatively original scenario.

BaBBaiaflihMaBBneiDgi^HBBneiDiKtiaBBaianBi

World
of Flight

another flight simulator prog-

ram. This one’s a little bit different being

‘view’ orientated - this means that

you're supposed to be able to tell where
you are from the view out of the cockpit

window. The landscape is shown using

the presently popular wire-frame

graphics, looking remarkably similar to

the successful Aviator program on the

The first problemyou're likely to have
with this game is the need for two
potentiometer joysticks. The rationale

behind this is that having throttle-

rudder on the left stick and elevators/

ailerons on the right stick aids realism.

This is all very well if you can find two
joysticks, but wouldn't optional

keyboard controls havebeen better?
The area through which you can fly

your single-seater push-prop plane is

quite expansive, consisting of nine

'worlds' in a 3 x 3 grid. Each world has a

different type of landscape such as

mountains. Panama city (hardly any
buildings), Arabian Gulf and the Prac-

tice Field.

At the start of the simulation, and
whenever you crash, you may alter the

weather conditions and choose the
world from which you'd like to take off-

useful in case you can’t keep the aircraft

aloft long enough to get from one world
to the next.

8; HYPER VIPER

CONTROL: KEYS

KUMA, £7.95

This game somehow manages to be
quite compulsive despite the many
drawbacks it labours under.

lg their way aroun
le them up from th

the odd scorpion.

Hyper Viper has very little in the way
of originality or graphic interest - and
the scrolling is truly horrible, especially

ifyou choose a faster speed. Yet it is fun
to play and gets very exciting after a
maze or two. It’s essentially Pac Man
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Screen Test

rON • COMMODORE 64 • MSX
- down the bar, pronto. If they don't get

a drink before they reach the end of the

bar, you are grabbed round the neck and
get the same treatment as the glasses.

If you can clear the bar on this screen

you move on to what the instructions

call 'The Jock Bar'. British players may
find this a little confusing, the title does

not mean a wee snug of Scotsmen, but a

place frequented by sporty young Amer-

The bars this time are outside and the

customers, soda-loving boys and girls,

are more numerous, arriving in twos and
threes. At this stage things can get busier

than closing time at The Rovers Return

and you'll be dying for the bell to get

these under-aged soda-boozers out.

Though you won’t find any startlingly

original game concepts you won't end
up bemoaning the lack of inventiveness.

That's not to say you might not end up
wanting to throw your Spectrum
through the nearest window. The game
is hard but perseverence will be re-

warded.
An interesting aspect of the game is

the foreign language feature. Instruc-

tions are provided in three languages -
French, German and of course. English
- and you are even told you are dead in

the tongue you select. Does this mean
that we are to become a nation of

polyglots? Will we soon be able

'joystick' in Swedish. Serbo-Crot

Cantonese? RobP

The two other screens feature a Punk
Bar and Space Bar, this last doubtless

frequented by aliens whose own
planet's supply of soda has run out. In

between screens there's a bonus game
where you have to decide which of the

soda cans is empty after a nasty man has

switched them around.

Tapper is great fun to play and has

genuine arcade standard graphics, plus

some atmospheric music. Unfortunate-

ly, it only has four different screens.

Despite the exciting action, this can only

lasting interest. Tapper might be one to

stick to in the arcades, where you at

least gel to serve Budweiser instead of

;klysoda. Peter Connor
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GAME: ASTRO ATTACK
AMSTRAD
KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: AMSOFT, £8.95

Well, there you are in the lair of tl

Rigels, and what does it turn out to b<

You guessed - a maze. The game's
boring as the setting. You potter around
in your ship, shooting other ships. You
move very slowly and the explosions are

pretty damp. Peter Connor

Setting bored wuc
C°n 'm°9ine" W"h " Pretty quickly, .
Simon Rogers I

,

ucn t° put the multi tin >

05 °
mto the game IPs cert i
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your cockpit view at the top, and some
instruments at the bottom. Again these I

could have been improved by being I
proper gauges instead of numerical I
readouts - this from somebody who still I
thinks digital watches are a pretty neat

|

The wire-frame graphics forming the I
panoramic view out of the cockpit t

to be very jerky, but are neverthe

very impressive. Use of the cursor I

also allows you to look up, down
sideways, so you needn't worry about I

missing those important landscape fea- I

Though leaving scope for impro'

ment, this is an extremely good flight I
simulation, and is well worth consider- r

ing. It offers all the normal features plus
[

many extras. And now, ifyou would ca

to look to your left, we are passing the I
Dahlgren Tower... Marcusjeffery |

<§><o>
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crossed with Snake

:

b
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1iovraw.

a very dull game indeed. It's a

and platforms affair in which
e to rescue cute mice from the
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A game of distinction vly from British Telecom.
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IE 64 • COMMODORE 64 • COMM
CAME; FORT APOCALYPSE
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: US GOLD. £9.95

The first thing to be said about this game
is that’s it’s not easy. Not that you’d

want it to be, but 1 found it infuriatingly

hard to get the hang of. Once you’ve

done that though, you're faced with an
excellent shoot-'em-up/pick ’em-up
that has something of Scramble, Blue

Thunderand Chopliftcrin its ancestry.

Your mission involves flying along a

jagged landscape to the portals of the

Draconis caves, entering the depths,

rescuing 18 stranded men and, finally

destroying the dreaded Kralthans’ Fort

Apocalypse.
You start offby fuelling your helicop-

ter - and a very generous helping you gel

too. Using your Navatron - a radar

screen at the top of the display - you
blast your way to those cave doors.

Android-controlled ’robo-choppers'

will confront you in the air. while on the

ground the Kralthan tanks emit a stream

of deadly, guided drone missiles. These

things are very tricky to avoid, and the

tanks themselves can only be destroyed

by a direct hit on their tracks.

If you can survive all this stuff flying

around, you can bomb through the cave

doors and enter the underworld. On the

first level you must rescue nine men.
On the next level down, the Crystal-

line Caves, you have to rescue a further

nine men before you can get through to

what the program notes refer to as ‘the

heart of darkness, Fort Apocalypse it-

self, which is destroyed by one ‘well-

aimed missile from yourrocket copter.’

Underground there are the same dan-

gers as above, but they are fewer in

number. However, you are now faced

with a series of shields, doors and

to deal with these requires as much
effort as getting into the caves in the first

Fort Apocalypse is well-presented,

but suffers from flickery graphics and
less than smooth scrolling. But, despite

these drawbacks, it will give a lot of

pleasure to zappers ofthe old school.

Peter Connor

I: THRUSTA

COMMODORE 64

JOYSTICK, KEYS

SOFTWARE PROJECTS,

GAME: AD INFINITUM

MACHINE: COMMODORE 6.

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: MR CHIP, £8.95

GAME: COMBAT LYNX

IE: COMMODORE 64

L: KEYS

FROM: DURELL, £8.95

conversion from a Spectrum game Just think of it, 256 differs

l this shoot-’em-up! Sounds which v

enough interest to keep you at it for very great until you realise that there ar

long. Some nice graphic

but very repetitive sound.
Peter Connor

and even these ai

Pretty boring.

Without the spectacular 3D effect to

spur your interest, the awesome com-
plexity of the simulation is likely to

prove too much, Chris Anderson

=

:a^a:[aa» fi[iscfann

Spy vs Spy r» —• WNEIWHmk\
ie Mad. In the c

,
tuding using bombs,

dynamite, guns and other deadly uten-
lils to defeat one another, and walk off

vith the secrets.

Beyond are marketing this game
vhich faithfully reproduces much ofthe

exciting action between the White Spy
ind the Black Spy.

Sounds interesting? Here's how it's

lone: Firstly, a special routine has been
developed to allow both players (the

two spies) to sec exactly what the other

There are two major options: two
human players, with two joysticks, or

ne player against the computer, which
as a variety of intelligence levels.

The basic idea of the game is to

control your spy, finding the four secrets

and the briefcase in which to cariy them.
They are scattered around an embassy

of between six and 32 rooms, and are

hidden in a variety of places, behind
TVs, pictures, filing cabinets or numer-
ous other objects in each room. When
all are collected, the spy must find the

special exit-door and from there he is

Mk very entertaining program, whic

TrS.urpr„,ngly - "oily did hove son
,in9V- really did hove sof the flavour of theco

found it any too eosv h

WHELPOINTS

•o be a spy.

The sequences where the

obviously for too hone.

Two p'oyers being able to ploy thegome simultaneously is a superb idea. I
- u a sit and watch It play itself j„
Kmorotrotion mi

' "

Steven Filby
, — with the

,er ,he head ore veryfui^^tu!^, U|,
°PPeoling gome. Lots and

e^sssssggss
At last there is on ireode style gome

r„„. _ , ,

imPortont than good

get the hong of it. My seven yeor old*
yOU

broker soon picked it up and loved it.

graph,„ are exceiient. The noses
ofthesp.es moke Barry Monilow-s l~u-

It's fiendishly difficult at first but
excellent graphical animation, prettily
drove, cartoon-style spies, and easy on

original music made every
moment really good fun. This is the best

mages.

taken to the airport, where a plane is

waiting. Off he zooms!
Thus, the winner of this duel is deter-

mined. spies can also have sabre-fights with

But greatly complicating this 3D each other - ouch! When one of the

arcade-style exploration game (what a spies is killed, either by trap or sabre, he
mouthful!) is the presence of each spy's becomes an angel and floats gently

‘trapulalor. This allows each spy to set upwards!

50 PCGAMES
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mhelpoStT

underground Choplifterbul there's° WO>,s some'hmg hoppening on screenyou may enjoy it. Simon Chopma
Foiriy detailed and smoothly scroll,nagraphics give the gome that much realiseover others of this type c '

m affected by
gravityl). Pretty good sound.

9 to work all theway bock.

well-known city skylines. London in-

cludes an extremely recognisable Lon-

don Bridge and St. Paul s, while Paris

has the Eiffel tower, and so on.

To see Ihc rest, you

In fact, the only real limiting facor as

far as spies are concerned is the time-

limit: dying merely subtracts from the

time left.

The split-screen gaphics are very good
- watch the spies laughing - and in the

background a tune plays menacingly.

The game is great fun when played with

two people, and becomes a battle of

wits! The trapulator is VERY handy, I

find.

However, I have a slight reservation

in that the game might seem too difficult

if only ever played with one joystick.

It is really hard going playing against

the computer and you’ll be lucky if you

win any bouts of combat. But its worth

theinvesunent fora second!
Richard Patey



Screen Test
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CAME: THE STAFF OF KARNARTH
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: ULTIMATE, £9.95
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names like Barracala and Ibrahim. Only
one spell has an effect on any one
creature, so you have to find the right

one by repeatedly pressing a key to

change the spell, and then firing at the

creature.

It's important you work out what
each of your spells is for, because at the
end you have just one chance to use a
spell against the staff - probably one
which you've found no otheruse for.

But you may have to play the game for

.some time before you discover how to

use some of the more exotic features

such as flying carpets and secret com-
partments. Without these you'll never

collect all the parts you seek.

I guess it's fair to say Staffof Karimlh
isn’t going to hook everyone. But 1

found it an impressive piece of software
with enough depth, variety and orginal-

ity to keep me exploring those haunted
halls for hours. Chris Anderson

The Staff of
Karnath
My first reaction to this game was one of
slight disappointment. We’d been wait
ing so long for Ultimate to release a title

on the '64 that the pictures which finally

appeared on screen seemed a slight

anti-climax.

The main character. Sir Arthur Pen-
dragon, and most of the ghoulish crea-

tures he faces don't have the same
graphic brilliance of their equivalents in

Ultimate's Spectrum titles. Although
nicely animated, their shapes seem a

little unclear. Yet once you get into it,

the game issuperb.
The idea is familiar. You have to

explore a castle to find 16 pieces ofa key
or ‘pentacle'. Each of these must be
taken, one by one, and placed in an
obelisk. Once the key is complete, it will

allow you to destroy the evil staff hidden
bythe ancient sorcerer, Karnath.
The game's most striking feature is the

each other in 3D. So a room may have
doors to the left and right, front and
back, and alsostairways up or down.
The rooms look extremely realistic,

built out of solid stone-work and fur-

nished with tables, four-poster beds and
x suitable items. There are, I under-
d, only about 40 locations, but some

of them are larger than the size of a
single screen and almost all contain a
vile resident creature.

The horrors include skulls, vampires,
spiders, snakes, witches, ogres, giant

toads, ghosts, and hooded monks. And
the sound effects which accompany

e veiy spooky. Don't play
this game alone with the volume up high
- it'll scareyou to death

!

Your main weapon against the evil

creatures is a magic ring which gives you
a dozen different spells with
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IPOSSIBI

You’re hunched over your trusty Com-
modore late at night. The lights are low.

your eyes are glazed, when suddenly, as

if from nowhere, a blood-chilling voice

rings out:

AHA! I ANOTHER visitor!! Slay a

while . . . Stay . . . FOREVER! -

You grip the joystick fiercely ... On
the screen a man leaps from an elevator

shaft and runs down a lonely corridor.

s footsteps ringing out through the

empty building. Ahead of him lies an

incredible test of endurance, intelli-

nce, and agility in a battle for the

rvival ofthe human race . .

.

Yes. you're playing Impossible Mis-

m. You’ve been playing
"

- the last eight hours. Y
r, but, oh boy -

\ computer genius, f

stop underground stronghold, com]
ired, chambers all patrolled by i

you robots. From this stronghold, ne nas

hooked! This game has it all. Brilliant succeeded in breaching the security of shaft. /

’ " military computer installations am'
' '

ne ot tne most about to (rigger off World War
-ios ever to flash single-handed.

As Agent 4125, you start yout

Elvin Mindben- in a lift, suspended above a

perb speech synthesis,

Here ar
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At Ihis point, if you've never played

the game before, you'll probably be

gasping at the quality of the graphics

and animation. This guy really RUNS
he bounds down the corridor with all

the spring and confidence of a real



Playing Impossible

Mission

Screen Test

COMMODORE 64 • COMMODO1

1

pieces is difficult

all the robots look
they all behave dif-

them, whereupon you realise that
they’ve broken down! Others PRF.-

TEND to have broken down, but if you
get too close. ,

.

In between rooms, you can use your
network computer which displays a
map of the underground network, the

amount of time you have left, and - if

required - can display and sort out the

puzzle pieces you have collected, with a

You can also use the computer to halt

the game between rooms and even to

call for help, whereupon you will re-

ceive guidance on the construction of
the puzzle and whether or not you need
more pieces. There is. however, a time
penalty for using the helpline and also

for being killed by robots or falling

through holes in the floor (accompanied
bya horribly realistic cry of despair).
Some screens feature a vast computer

console laid out rather like a chess
board. Operating the console will re-

ward you with a series of musical tones
associated with different flashing

athlete. Even the sound of his footsteps

is astonishingly realistic.

There’s no doubt about it, the visual

effects on this game are absolutely un-
beatable. If games improve much more
on this then no-one will watch TV any
more, they’ll just load up a program

But there's more to come . . . Once he
reaches the first chamber, your hero
finds himself confronted by a collection
of platforms, patrolled by excellently

designed robots, which he crosses by . .

.

wait for it . . . executing the most perfect

somersaults you’ll ever see outside a
gymnasium!

Each room in the complex is joined to
the others by a network of short pas-
sages and lift shafts. The lay-out is

different each time you play. The rooms
different purposes for their owner
ic have beds in, others have desks,

or banks of computer equipment and
consoles. Some platforms are joined by
lifts and most are guarded with frighten-

ing efficiency by robots.
Your task is to search every item of

furniture and equipment for a series of
le pieces, which once collected and
:ctly assembled will enable you to

break into Mindbender’s network and
ive the world. Different items of fumi-
ire require different amounts of time to

mrch and this is indicated by a little bar
displayed above your head (hal shortens
isyour search nears its end.

Often you’ll come away unrewarded,
lut sometimes you'll pick up a puzzle
piece, or perhaps a special control code
that will enable you to freeze the robots

or reset the lifts (essential if

en from a platform and can't

the different squares in order of ascend-
ing notes. Do this correctly and you are
rewarded with a bonus control code.
Every room requires different tactics.

Some rooms have no furniture at all.

others are patrolled by a giant beach ball

that kills on contact, others involve
careful use of lifting platforms to reach
the most promising areas. You have an
infinite number of lives, but the more
you get killed the less time you have to

complete the game.
The speech is superb. Sometimes, on

entering a room, the computer will greet
you with the icy words ‘Destroy him, my
robots’. Other nice touches include a

hi-scorc table that saves itself automati-
cally on the disk version and the way the
game is arranged completely differently

each timeyou play.

Impossible Mission has the graphics,
the animation, and the speech that

you've always dreamt of. This truly

brilliant piece of programming will keep
you running and somersaulting through
the night, every night, formany nights to
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CAME: CAVE FIGHTER

MACHIMBt COMMODORE 64

CONTRPL: JOYSTICK

FROM: BUBBLE BUS. £6.99

This game is a great disappointment.

all action, jumping, climbing and shoot-

ing game with 31 different caves to

What you don't get told is that the

configuration of the caves is very simi-

lar. with only colours and the number of

aliens changing. This might be forgiv-

able if there were some outstanding - or

Unfortunately, these caves are far

from exciting places. Up ropes and on to

ledges you go - hut why? The game
doesn't provide any kind of scenario, or

even a name for the character you
control. You can't help feeling that

someone messing around in caves full of

aliens should be left to his own devices.

Movement takes a while to get the

hang of. You lose a life if you walk into

any area of raised ground, which some-
times makes it difficult to position your-

self correctly under a rope. Jumping is

easy enough once you've realised that

you must keep an eye on the strength

meter and keep itup for the high jumps.

The aliens aren't a bad-looking

bunch; some whirr rotors, some crawl

2V5-2 SCORE

GO

RAID OVER MOSCOW
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

JOYSTICK

US GOLD, £9.95

ZAP those Reds right where it hurts me
tl DROWN in a tidal wave oi Amer-
patriotism, paranoia and propagan-
Yes, folks, the Cold War's really

n play your very scenario and si

own part in it with this tasteless game
fromUS Gold.

Your mission is nothing less than to

prevent a Soviet nuclear attack on
American cities, and then lead a com-
mando squadron in an attack on the

Russkics' Defence Centre. 'If you arc

successful', the blurb crows, 'you will set

Soviet military strength back ten years!'

Ho hum.
But if you can forget this gruesome

tnpes u ; the

First, you get a view of the northern

hemisphere with the missiles winging
theirway from Minsk to Miami. In a few

minutes they'll detonate and the game
will be up. So it's time to scramble some

Into the hangar you stride, purpose-
ful, brave and with something of John
Wayne's unsteadiness. You get into a

plane and take olf, heading for the

doors. Then yt

before you
to the

to a Zaxxon-style zap. Hopping over

hedges and walls you blast tanks and
buildings while avoiding the guided

get a crack at the missile silos. This is the

most tedious part of the game - you just

have to fire into the slits.

Next comes the Defence Centre in

attack the building - which bears a
strange resemblance to the Kremlin.

You have to shoot all the soldiers and
tanks, and hit all the doors, before
you're allowed onto the last stage the

Reactor.

Once in the Reactor you must kill the

fiendishly clever Red robots with your
disc grenades. The robots are invulner-

Fuzz could go for a world-record num-
ber ofarrests.

The game starts with sume very sooth-

ing music to accompany our hero's

progress along the main street. On his

way he goes past such renowned hostel-

ries as The Rampack and Anirog Inn.

Out of these drinking dens pour the

town drunks, crazily swaying from side

to side and getting in the way of more
serious matters.

The Listings Bank and the Memory
Bank arc very popular with the new
villains. As they emerge with their swag
they release bombs. You can either jump
over these or send your truncheon out

to explode them. This weapon can also

be sent up to prang the balloons bearing

58 PC GAMES 1985



Screen Test

iODORE 64 •<
like slugs, and there are even bullet-

firing Dowers. But yer man is a pretty

uninteresting figure who insists on per-

forming a celebratory jig every single

time he shoots something.
The game does become a little more

interesting after level 20 or so: the aliens

are more numerous and the task of

shinning up ropes and landing on ledges

becomes more demanding.
Cotie Fighter really is not the sort of

game that's going to thrill you through

those long winter nights. Its graphics are

too simple to make it a visual treat, its

sound is horrible and horribly boring

and the gameplay is dull. Speleologists

beware. Peter Connor
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able to frontal assault, so you have to

throw your grenades at the back wall

and get them on the rebound. This is

quite good fun, and quite difficult.

Using the demo routine you can en-

gagethe action and practice on the more
difficult screens.

And that’s about iL Haiti Over Mos-
n above-average s

knows what the Russians arc going to

retaliate with when they start producing
games. Peter Connor
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CAME: MUTANT MONTY
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: ARTIC, £6.95

You can tell from the title that this oi

has no pretensions to originality. Prog-

rammer |ohn Price apparently decided

to write a game with as many creatures

nicked from other games as possible. So
stand by to see cribs from Manic Miner,

Hunchback, Jet Pac, et

Trouble is, the game’s actually quite

fun. Guide Monty through a series of

screens, collecting gold and avoiding

nasties. But these nasties have the merit

of following fixed paths, so solving each

screen depends less on reaction time
more on sussing the right moment t<

Ther^M™^ Afferent screens whicl

represents good value for money
although this is one of those game:
which gets frustrating when you want t(

practice screen 33 and must first play

through 1-32.

Still, I for one get hopelessly addicted

to this kind of game and found myself

going back formore. ChrisAnderson

Ted by it: ss scenario. Goodness

away the robbers' loot.

To catch a villain you have to creep up
behind him and give him a good prod
below the belt. You then deposit him in

the police car which pulls up at the

bottom of the screen.

The last of your problems, and (he

most graphically entertaining, are the

punks. In true 1977 fashion they bounce
around on pogo sticks, red Mohican
hairdos flaring, commiting a nuisance.

Fuzz has to see them off and carry' on
with the serious business.

PC Fuzz is a game that looks very

attractive, and sounds even better; but is

finally a disappointment. Once you've

got the hang of it, there’s not a lot of

variety to keep you at it. Peter Connor
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You'd betterget the hang of this.

One day you might be up here for real.

• - -

AVAILABLE I

Space Shuttle.

The flight simulation program that

leaves others earthbound.
Developed with NASA's assistance

to turn your computer into

Columbia's Flight Deck.

£9.99 Commodore 64, £7.99 Sinclair Spectrum.

Available soon for all popular systems.

SPACE SHUTTLE FROM

isAcfiVisioH
Your computer was made for us.

I SELECTED BRANCHES OF BOOTS,WH SMITH, JOHN MENZIES, LASKY'S, SPECTRUM, RUMBELOWS,WOOLWORTH

WW-»



The SWAG-man's on the job to burgle
the millionaire's mansion. It’s full of

beautiful, valuobjs SWAG ready for

nicking! Unfortunately, he’s gate-
crashed a fancy dress party and the
guests are in pursuit.

Help him through the seemingly
never ending maze of rooms to

collect the SWAG and find the
WAY OUT! V

the ULTIMATE orcade adventure

SWAG Is available nowl On high speed loading
Cassette or Disc (rom all good software outlets or direct

from:



in the U.K. by U.S. Gold Limited,

Unit 10, The Parkway Industrial Centre,
” Heneage Street, Birmingham B7 4LY.

Telephone: 021-359 3020.



'Absorbing and realistic - Highly recommended'
'Completely fantastic -

I want one!" - CheribNict

Sunday Times, February 198*

s. Arsenal sriker in Big K, April i

SOFTWARE STAR is the NEW game launches, advertising,
game from Kevin Toms, who financial problems and more while
designed the Software Classic - trying to produce chart

FOOTBALL MANAGER. topping successful games.
SOFTWARE STAR allows you to One other thing, SOFTWARE
try your hand at running a STAR has that gripping
successful software company. You Addictive quality that all

have to cope with staff problems, Kevin's games have!

Available spectrum 48K E6.95 commodore 64 £7.95
NOW for AMSTRAD CPC 464 £7.95

NOWAVAILABLE FOR YOUR COMPUTER!

FOOTBALL
byKEVIN TOMS

SomeouWHidinstoiturM otiho ^ams

up matches • Inlury problems • Full league tables
(-Divisions • Plclt your own team lor each match

vets • Savegame^aointy • Rnarmal marapJations

K:m
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U.S. Gold Is slocked by

WILDINGS
WOOIWORTH. WHSMITH,

' Rumbelows
' and Spectrum Shops -

*NOW*

SPV
HUNTEI
THE OFFICIAL HOME VERSION OF
BAUY MIDWAY’S ARCADE HIT
• You control the turbo charged race
car/bydro spy boat.

THE ARCADE WINNERS



M.'J-

Competition

WIN OUR £800
GREAT RACE
PAINTING!

Whaddya think of this issue’s cover,

eh? Here at PCG we reckon it’s pretty

hot stuff - and so it should be, it cost

every penny of£800.

What’s more, it was done by the

legendary Chris Foss, whose artwork

adorns the covers of Isaac Asimov’s

paperbacks and who is well known for

his superb paintings of deep space and
exotic, futuristic civilisations.

Now - just get this . . . Chris Foss’s

original painting, inspired by Legend's

new mega-game, The Great Space Race
and featured on the cover, could soon
be hanging in YOUR bedroom. In this

exclusive competition we’re offering

you the chance to win this valuable and

unusual work of art, not to mention 25

copies of The Great Space Race for

runners-up.

Whether you hang it in your room,

dangle it from your bedroom door, or

just prop it up against the wall, this is a

prize worth taking great care of. It's

already a valuable work ofart and as the

years go by it is almost certain tobecome
a much-sought-after collector’s item.

And, of course, your friends will go
positively green with envy when they

see it hanging on your wall!

As for the 25 runners-up, each will

receive a free copy of Legend’s new
block-buster for cither the Spectrum

48K or the Commodore 64 worth

£14.99. The 64 version has yet to be

released, but if you have a 64 and are

among the winners, a copy will be sent

to you as soon as the game hits the

So, what do you have to do? It

couldn’t be easier ... Looking at Chris

Foss's painting set us thinking and we
reckon there must be a whole load of

PCG readers who are pretty hot with

pencils. We'd like to see you send us a

drawing of the ship you’d like to enter

for the Great Space Race. Let your
imagination run riot, grab a clean sheet

of paper, and get that drawing in the

post to us as soon as possible (and not

later than 21st February).

The first prize will be awarded to the

reader who submits the most exciting

and most original drawing. The winning
entry will be printed in the magazine

together with a list of the runners-up.

You don’t have to be a Rembrandt -

we're looking for a drawing that shows
imagination and originality, not just

technical expertise.

One last thing - when you send in

your entry, make sure it’s securely pack-

ed and isn't likely to be bent or crushed
in the post.

Send your drawing to: The Great
Space Race Competition. Personal

Computer Games, Evelyn House. 62
Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG.
Don’t forget, the deadline for ail entries

is21st February.

THE GREAT SPACE RACE
Valhalla was voted Game of the Year in the VNU/Sunday Times Micro Awards 1983

the screen act outyour instructions.

Now, in The Great Space Race. Legend have abandoned the adventure/quest game and
comeup with a program with far more arcade elements.

The object of thegame is to win the Great Race in competition with other characters and
hazards controlled by the computer. The race itself centres around the galaxy's urgent need

to be supplied with the exotic drink Nalof, a drink that not only gets you totally legless, but

also leaves you without a hangover, deliriously happy, and 100% nutritionally satisfied.

Naturally, there’s a large demand for Natof and you must ferry it across the universe to 96

thirsty space-stations. Your score is assessed on the basis of the number of stations you've

managed to visit and the total time taken.

like Valhalla, if you're feeling lazy you can just sit back and watch the game play itself.

There’s a 'cinemascope' graphics window which shows you what’s happening (including

other characters with full facial animation) as well as a scrolling text window underneath

for reports on the state of play.

All inputs are by single-key presses and at the beginning of the game you get to choose

four seasoned mercenaries to help you in your task. On your delivery rounds you'll have

pirates, a corrupt interplanetary police force, space-wrecks and all manner of other

Legend claim that this game represents a great step forward in the idea of the ‘computer
movie', and ifyou're lucky a free copy will soon be landingon yourdoor-mat.
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Competition

Here’s what you have to do ... If you
read our 1985 Diary in the last issue,

you'll have noticed that we predicted

(with absolutely no evidence, of course)
that during 1985 Sainsbury's would
release a game called Wally’s Trolly. All

we want you to do is think of three
different well known organisations,

groups, or institutions (anything from
Marks and Spencers to Tottenham
Hotspur) and suggest one title for a

game released byeach one.

The 25 readers who send in the most
amusing and original suggestions will

soon hear the postman knocking at

their door. We’ll print the names and a
selection of the winning entries in a
future issue ofthe magazine.

Here’s an example of what we’re
looking for: Sainsbury’s - Wally’s Trol-
ly; National Coal Board - Manic Mac-
Gregor, N.U.M. - Pitstop... Geddit?!
Couldn't be easier, so get those entry
forms filled inand the best of luck!

FEAST OF FREE

GAMES!
Here's your chance to blast your way into 1985 with a whole range of great games
for your micro. In conjunction with Firebird we’re offering 25 lucky readers the
chance to walk away with ALL the Firebird games for their machine.
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Cineyoubuaveenough
to ententhe savage would

of mighty Conan

l

FAMOUS FAClS"<«»»l>at«oft
THE LEGENDARY

BRuce iee
• Twenty Secret Chambers • Dazzling Graphics

• Unique Multiple Player Options
Spectrum 48K £7.95
Commodore 64 Cassette £9.95
Commodore 64 Disk £14.95

Atari DiskiCassette £14.95

U.S. Gold Limited. Unit 10.

Parkway Industrial Centre. Heneage Street,

Birmingham B7 4LT. Teh 021-159 5020.



Gremlin Graphics,
Alpha House,

10 Carver Street,

Sheffield SI 4FS.
Tel: (07421 753423

A cry of national outrage!
Poor Monty banished to a life

amongst murderers, arsonists,
the lowest of the low. Fear not
this Mole is innocent and plans

are in hand to rescue your
Superhero.

Who is the mysterious masked rodent willing to
challenge death for his life-long friend? What are the
evil forces working in Scudmore Prison? To find out aet
yourcopy NOW. 6

AVAILABLE AT ALL GOOD
SOFTWARE DEALERS



THERE’S SOMETHING NASTY
YOUR 64

emot d
A.-"l

lligata Software Ltd

Orange Street, Sheffield SI 40V
si: (0742) 755796

>nd for full colour product brochure



Chris Anderson samples the huge pile of low-cost ta|i<

Imagine a game containing 150 very difficult screens to be conquered and
mapped out. Suppose each screen offers attractive, smooth graphics and
exciting sound effects. Now suppose the game is on the market for £2.50.
A bargain? Dead right. What's more the game exists. It's called Go Go the
Ghost, it's released by Firebird for the Commodore 64, and it's just one of
the programs we've unearthed which disprove the claim that all budget
games are junk.

Mind you, you have to be incredibly careful shopping in the sub £3 price
range. Many of the titles on offer are state of the arf 1982. They offer
about as much lasting interest as the Daily Mirror quick crossword. Frankly
four or five of them wouldn't be a patch on a decent standard price game.
But there are also a large number of straightforward, simple, competent
games which, until recently, softwore houses were selling for at least a
fiver. And just occasionally you find a gem of a game which even a stinking
rich games freak can't afford to turn up his nose at.

1985

CBM 64 (Mastertronic, £1 .99)
Stunning graphics for a cheapo game.
You blast off in a space-craft to one of
four planets where you have to pick up a
number of nuclear pods. This involves
manoeuvring the craft very delicately
until it’s close enough to activate a
tractorbeam.

Accidental contact with the planet
terrain is fatal and so is being hit by a
regularly passing Hying saucer or by the
slow-firing planet defence guns. The
game has a great feel to it because of the
way the craft is controlled - rotate left,

rotate right and thrust, as in Asteroids
or Lunar Lander. There are also some
cool sound effects.

Each ofthe planets and the home base
consist of a scrolling, wrap-around sce-
nario. The planets include caverns,
some of which are very tricky

Should you clear all four, you get to
try the final stage which is an even more
difficult cavern from which a fusion core
must be picked up. It had my pulse
racing, that bit Ifyou make it, level two
is the same except with negative gravity,
making it harder still.

Verdict: Knockout.
Value for money: 9

GO GO THE GHOST
CBM 64 (Firebird, £2.50)
This one will spook the opposition for
sure - it’s a howling success, one which
most software houses would be proud to
sell at around the £7 mark. It was
written by a Swede which means that
whenever Go Go gives up the ghost he
emits a speech bubble saying Tjup!’
Swedish for’Zap!’

In fact, there’s an awful lot offjupping
because the game isghoulishly mean. In
each of the 1 50 screens you have to go
go round various obstacles to one of the
exits, possibly flicking switches or pick-
ing up keys on the way. A large number
ofdastardlycreatures obstruct you, forc-
ing you to resort to an invisibility spell.
This drains your power at a disspiriting

although tlrereare objects

GOGO THE GHOST
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PCC Special

THE PCG VERDICT
*n the shops and discovers a few cracking bargains

CHILLER

CBM 64 (Mastertronics, £1 .99)

We've already reviewed this one - a
surprisingly good platform game based

on the Michael Jackson video. There are

five very different screens, and some
good background music.

Verdict: It'sa thriller.

Value for money: 8

should take some little while to solve.

Pretty graphics, worthy of a princess,

including a very cute knight. Some of

the platform screens seem a bit unplay-

able, and you're bound to lose energy by

title for the money.
Verdict: Mastertronic magic.

Value for money: 9

BOOTY
CBM 64 Spectrum 48K (Firebird,

£2.50)
Reviewed in our November issue, this is

another cracking bargain with 20 linked

screens of platforms and some novel

game ideas.

Verdict: Bootiful.

Value for money: 8

SHUTTLE SHOCK
Spectrum 48K (Software Projects,

£1.99)

What a shock! A platform game with a

difference. The difference is angular

teleporting. To move up you don't jump,

you teleport in an upward diagonal line.

With a bit of skill you end up on a
platform and not in mid-air.

plction, heart-breaking when it gets

blown to smithereens. The action

doesn't alter too much on later screens

but it does getVERY tough.

Verdict: Great fun.

Value for money: 7

ACID DROPS
BBC B (Firebird, £2.50)

Hit the fire bullun and blast the nasties,

but watch out for the acid which starts

to drip out of the tank at the top of the

Survive long enough and a gate opens,

allowing you an exciting fast ride

through a maze into the next level.

Verdict: Spiffing stuff.

Value for money: 7

FINDERS KEEPERS
Spectrum 48K (Mastertronic, £1 .99)

The dramatic improvement in Master

tronic titles continues with this spark

-

lingarcade adventure.

Make your way through 25 screens of

platform action, plus two large four-way

scrolling mazes, in search of precious

objects. Some are just lying around,

others must be obtained by trading. And
certain combinations of objects (which

you have to work out) merge to produce

more valuable ones (eg. philosopher's

stone - baroflead = barof gold).

Can you earn enough money to buy

the King's daughter the special birthday

present she wants? Or will you simply

try to make yourself a fortune and then

escape from the castle? Either way the

game requires a certain amount of

thought as well as arcade skills, and

Then there are the lifts which cither

drop you down safely, or shoot you
sideways. They make moving about the

screens great fun.

Apart from that the screens and nas-

ties are in the Manic Miner genre and

are really very good. Solving them is

challengingand fun. The only drawback

is there are just 1 0 screens and it may not

take more than a week or two to get

through them all.

Value for money: 7

ESTRA
BBC B (Firebird, £2.50)

You collect some 30 fragments to form a
statue at the centre of the screen. But
there are five different alien species to
avoid, each behaving quite differently.

Great to see your statue nearing com-

THE HACKER
BBC B (Firebird, £2.50)

A very competent platform game. The
all leaping action isn't much lower in

standard than in hit titles such as Stag-

ger and Mineshaft. And although there

are only 12 screens, instead of 20 or 30.

you might just find that's all you're likely

to get through.

Verdict: Manic fun.

Value for money: 7

EXODUS
CBM 64 (Firebird, £2.50)

Enjoyable shoot-'em-up based (loosely)

on the arcade game Tempest. Shoot

monsters coming out of a pit, but avoid

hitting the potatoes. Nice opening

Verdict: Good blasting.

Value for money: 6

FRED'S FAN FACTORY
Spectrum 48K (Software Projects,

£1.99)

Novel game idea in which you have to

turn fans on and off to blow balloons

safely through a hazard-filled platform

Verdict: Fun fora while.

Valueformoney:5
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HITMAN
Spectrum 48K (Scorpio Gomes
World, £1.99)

Track down and shoot a series of killer

agenls. One or two reasonable still

graphics, otherwise tedious rubbish, de-

spite separate 48K instruction program!
Verdict: Another Scorpio sting.

Value for money: 3

Spectrum (Scorpio Games World,
£1.99)

Work yourway down through a series of
platforms, avoiding oscillating mons-

NUKE LEAR
Spectrum 48K (Charlie Charlie

Sugar, £1 .99)

Simple panic game in which you try to

divert a series of rolling barrels down the

right channels.

Verdict: Stay NukeLearbee.
Value for money: 3

CRAZY CAVERNS
Spectrum 16/48K

(Firebird, £2.50)

Push cubes into a

ge, colourful mouth
lile avoiding ‘crazy

crashers'. Interesting

":s and 10 diffe-

Verdict: Good for

16K.

Value for money: 6

MOONLIGHTER
Spectrum 48K
(Software Projects,

£1.99)

Variant on Pengo.
Push boxes around a
warehouse and avoid

is balls. Nice

Verdict: Couldn’t

Value for money: 4

RUN BABY RUN
Spectrum 16/48K (Firebird, £2.50)
Very difficult game in which you
attempt to trick pursuing cars into

'ling mtoeach other. Poor graphics.

Verdict: Frustrating.

Value for money: 3

ZULU
CBM 64 (Firebird, £2.50)

Simple Pac Man based game with 25
connected mazes. You collect masks

avoid warriors. Hitting cauldrons

makesthe maze invisible.

Verdict: Preferred the movie.

Value for money: 5
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COPTER
Spectrum 48K (Omega, £1 .99)

Fly a tiny helicopter round a blank
screen, blasting other tiny helicopters.

Verdict: Don't bother.

Value for money: 2

CALIFORNIA GOLDRUSH
CBM 64 (Software Projects, £1 .99)

Move completely round boxes to create

gold. Avoid Indians, or block their paths

with dynamite. Average graphics and

GOLD DIGGER
BBC B (Firebird, £2.50)

Rather poor variant ofDig Dug,
Verdict: Bury it.

Value for money: 4

CHALLENGER
CBM 64 (Mastertronics, £1 .99)

Action based on the first section of
Skramble.
Verdict: Unchallenging.

Value formoney: 3

WIZARD'S WARRIOR
Spectrum 48K (Mastertronic:

£1.99)

Multi-screen maze game with poor, je

Icy graphics.

Verdict: Yawp.
Value for money: 2

BYTE-BITTEN

Spectrum 48K (Firebird, £2.50)
Two-part game - make your way round
a maze to find an object and you get to

play Sea Wolf, a horizontally scrolling

shoot-'em-up set overa fleet of ships.
Verdict: Forgetthe maze part.

Value for oney: 4

ASTRAL ATTACK
CBM 64 (Omega, £1.99)

Move a cursor over descending shells to

protectyour cities.

Verdict: Pretty, but boring.
Value for money: 3

REVENGE OF THE QUADRA
Vic 20 + 8K (Software Projects,

£1.99)

Fast, violent, noisy shoot-'em-up in the

best Vic traditions. Your space ship

shuttles left/right at the bottom of the

screen and you hammer the aliens.

Verdict:A good, old-fashioned BLAST.
Value formoney : 6

BIRD STRIKE

BBC B (Firebird,

£2.50)

Shoot pigeons to add
notes to a tune. Trou-
ble is these aircraft

keep getting in

Verttict: Enjoyable

Value for money: 5

FLIP FLAP
Spectrum 48K
(Software Projects,

£1.99)

Fine simulation of pin

ball with plenty of

different machines to

try out. But is pinball

any fun on a micro?
Verdict: No.
Value for money: 3

TOMB OF AKENATEN
Spectrum 48K (Charlie Charlie

Sugar, £1.99)

Written mostly in Basic. Jerk your way
through an uninteresting labyrinth.

Verdict: Graveyard material.

Value for money: 1

VAMPIRE KILLER

Spectrum 48K (Scorpio Games,
£1 .99)

Tedious treasure collection game, w
ten mostly in Basic and featuring jerky

slow movement.
Verdict: Bloodsucker.
Value for money: 2
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NOW. . .CUT PRICE ADVENTURES
Attention please, penniless

adventurers and apprentice

k Enchanters oil low pay, this

k month sees the beginning ofa
revolution in adventure software prices.

Mastertronics, who have already put

e cat among the pigeons with their

budget-priced games in the arcade mar-
:hing a new label 'Master

Adventurer'. Their first release. Se-Kaa
of Assiah. offers 170 illustrated loca-

and ‘full sentence analysis' in two
48K programs for the mind-blowing
price of £2.99! On hearing this news, the

White Wizard immediately despatched
obedient dwarves to secure a copy ofthe
program.

Hmmm . . . Well, the first thing to

point out is that just because a program
offers ‘full sentence analysis' doesn't
mean it’s going to be any better at

understanding what you type in. After

‘I, ‘Examine book' is a ‘full sentence',

most games fall into this category.

In fact, Se-Kaa of
Assiah only checks the

first three letters of each
you type in and

doesn't have a very

ibulary. Furth-

'tatallhelp-

- although there's a lot to look at. there

isn't much to find. Unfortunately,

although initially attractive, the

graphics are rather repetitive and don’t

contribute much to the game. Even
more serious is the fact that you can't

save your position without quitting the

game.
Mastcrvision, alias Mastertronics, are

to be congratulated for bringing out

V
s
V
!)£)

these cheap label games. For people on
a budget. Se-Kaa will be a useful purch-
ase, but don't expect loo much and be
prepared to spend more on something
else ifyou want a really good game.

In Search of Angels
Mastertronics haven't

got the budget end of the

market all to themselves,

however. A company cal-

led 8th Day Software are

currently bringing out a
range of adventures at

the very attractive price

of£1.75 each.

The company current-

ly have around six games in their cata-

logue, labelled from ‘beginner's game’
up to ‘advanced difficulty’. I haven't had
time to try them all, but 1 did eniov in
Search of Angels. Li'

ful
- you get

. . . 'ely "fry

something else' or That
will get you nowhere'.

Combine these two facts

and you'll find that what
mzzlcs there arc become
iendishly difficult.

The aim of the game,
which comes in two
parts, is first to collect

three legendary treasures

and then, in the second
part, to restore them to

their proper resting

places. The program is

mostly written in Basic

and is slightly slow in

responding to the

Every location has
graphics and without

these the game would
pretty dire since m<
locations don’t have ar.

thing EXCEPT graphics

PICTURES OF PARADISE

(t-only, a 1 with

some original touches.

8th Day haven't given

Gilsoft much credit for

their use of the Quill. In
’

;t, there doesn't seem
be any mention of it at

on the cassettes or in

the programs. Naughty,
naughty you may be
selling your games for

£1.75, but the only
reason you can afford

do so, I suspect, is t

use Gilsoft have do
lost of the hard work,
hy not give them a I

lore credit?

Back to In Search of
Angels, which sends

chase after enemy age

Original sequences
‘

i a ‘car chase’,where
ing the

will send you and
your specially-equipped

to the graveyard.

You will also have to

keep on the right side of

to mention the
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Adventureworld



about 'Push boulder ... ‘That's no
good'. Humph) ... That’s no good’ ...

‘That’s no good' ... 'That’s no good’ ...

‘That’s no good' . . . Aaaggh)!

!

The White Wizard goes back to the

phone...

WW Hello, Anirog?? Alright, how do
I gel out or the second location ...

What??! ‘Trace symbol’!!! How was I

supposed to guess that if all the program
will say is ‘That's no good'??? ... Ah. I

see, you’re going to pul some hints on
the packaging- 1 should think so, too.

The White Wizard returns yet again
to the keyboard and enters 'Trace

symbol’.
WW Well at least that time 1 didn’t get

That's no good'. Although how I was
supposed to know that the thing on the

wall was a symbol I don’t know. Looks
like a trumpet tome... Now, let's see . .

,

A demon blocks my path ... Let's try

getting that sword ... Ooops! It’s slipped

from my hand and fallen down a cre-

vice! I don’t like the look of this ... lie

tries several commands. ‘That’s no
good’ ... ‘That’s no good’ ... That’s no
good' ... That's no good' ... Aaaaaa-

ghhhh ! 1 can’t bear it any longer! I

The Anirog tape is suddenly levi-

tated from the Commodore cassette

deck and vaporised. The soothsayer
enters with a large bottle . .

.

SS Itoldyous...Eeeek...o...graark!

The soothsayer undergoes a hideous

transformation and hops out of the

room croaking loudly ... The White
Wizard grabs the bottle, and storms off.

Yes, dear readers, there are two mor-
als here. Moral number one - when a
wizard throws a wobbly, stand well

clear. Moral number two - avoid Anir-
og's game unless you like an adventuure
that expects the most obscure inputs
and rewards all others with, ‘That’s no
good'.

Just to put the icing on the cake, the

game also has a habit of jumping into

Basic every so often, expects you to use
capital letters when necessary and re-

jects input if they're absent, invites you
to speak to other characters but then

makes YOU do what you (old them to

do . . . and so on, and so on.

To be fair to Anirog, I won't include
the game in the lutings because (having

qualified to do so. To be fair to you, dear

reader. I will say that 1 found the way the

program interacted with the player

absolutely infuriating and in this case it

would take more than a bottle of Pipis-

trelle to gel me back to the keyboard

.

Serpent's Lair

Haven’t seen much for the Beeb re-

cently. so I was quick to load up
Serpent's Lair from Comsoft. How 1

lime with this, but really, unless you're

below the age of ten you shouldn't

bother with this game. Even then you
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should think twice.

Serpent’s Lair has you travelling

round the world solving 'puzzles'. The
vocabulary of the game is tiny — far

the basis of lack ofmemory space.

the wrong end of the stick - perhaps this

IS a game for young children. Surely I

should give Comsoft the benefit of the

doubt? Hmm... well, if it is for children,

they're going to end up thoroughly

confused - the program doesn't check
your inputs sufficiently, and the result-

ingresponses are highly misleading.

For example, if a bear asks you for a

coin (as it will do), and you happen to

have a money box, entering ‘Give

money box' will get you the response

You haven’t got if, even though it

figures largerthan life in your inventory.

In fact, entering 'Give qwtry’ will getyou
exactly the same reply.

The graphics are chunky, unimagina-
tive, and repetitive. There's no sound.

There’s no.. .At this point the White
Wizard gives up in exasperation and
passes on to the next game. Come on,

Comsoft,you can do better than this.

King Solomon's Mines
Severn Software have two new games

out for the Commodore 64. King Solo-

mon's Mines and Nuclear War Games.
The latter is of some interest if only

because two distributors refused to

touch it because of the title. They’re

both graphics adventures with between
60 and 70 locations, but despite the

topicality of War Games it was to King
Solomon’s Mines that I paid my first

This is a split-screen text/graphics

game with simple verb-noun input and
equally simple, though colourful, blocky

FIRST INTOTHE White Wizard’s mail-

bag was a briefnote from Iain Moring. ‘I

read your review on Melbourne House's
Sherlock and rushed out to buy it. That
was yesterday. I really don't know what
all the fuss was about. Admittedly I

found it difficult at first, but after two or
three hours, having got into the train of

thought of the author. 1 found it easily

mastered. I would be glad to give any
help to anyone, anytime.'

Many thanks for your letter, lain, and
I’ll include your address in next month's
Helpline, so if there is anyone out there

having trouble in Victorian England,

don’t despairbecause help is at hand.
Meanwhile, a number of adventurers

seem to be getting to grips with another
mystery - the identity of the White
Wizard himself. Anyone with even the

slightest knowledge of magical practice

must realise that the last thing a wizard

will reveal is his name, lest it be used in

dire mystic rituals designed to rob him
of his powers.

Karth ‘Pete Austin' Demonslayer
has other ideas, however, and claims to

know my real name. Sorry, Karth, ifyou
won't reveal your own name, you can

graphics. If you've read the excellent

book by H Rider Haggard, on which the

game is very loosely based, then you'll

known the rudiments of the plot

penetrate into darkest Africa where the

natives are anything but friendly and
bringback the goodies.

There really isn't a lot to say about this

game. There's nothing startlingly origin-

al in it, apart from a short real-time

sequence in which you have to escape
from some quicksand, and I think it’s

possibly a bit pricey at t'9.95.

The vocabulary is rather limited ('Ex-

and as with Peter Pan from Hodder and
Stoughton I reckon you're better off

with the book. The trouble with prog-

rams like these is that (hey can never

match the detailed descriptions of the

Nuclear War Games isn't a lot better,

though it's a pound cheaper. The plul is

rather uninspiring - the NORAD com-
puter has gone berserk and is intent on

mendable, but totally predictable, task,

is tostop it

The format is identical to King Solo-

mon's Mines, though there are fewer

locations. Both programs allow you to

carry up to five items at once, accept

simple commands, and don't display

exits unless you particularly request

The graphics are quite acceptable, but
really that's about the only thing I can
say in its favour.

order to be able to spend more time on
programming and developing more

The Wizard
hardly expect me to reveal mine! 1 will,

however, say ‘Ug’ to all your mates in

the Scum Mouth Tribe of Black Ores in

the Caves ofSvenal, as requested.
Meanwhile, fames Elliot says he has

strong suspicions about the White
Wizard's identity - ‘It’s driving me
CRAZY', he cries. Ah well, James, in this

mad world it's the crazy people who
have the most fun. Many thanks for your
letter, however, and I've included your
offers ofhelp elsewhere in the issue.

David Dew, requesting help with
Pilgrim’s Progress on the Spectrum,
says ‘This is a good game, requiring a fair

knowledge of the book and also a lot of
reference to the Bible. However, it is one
of those where you have to answer
virtually word-perfect and where words
acceptable in other answers are not
understood.’ Actually, David, this is one
of the few games I haven't tangled with,



Adventureworld /

Curse of fhe 7 Faces

\rtic have been busy
lin on behalf of Spec-

m and Amslrad own-
. After bringing out

^'-’e °f
^a‘n ~ iheir first

adven,ure -
they’ve reverted to text-

only with Curse of the 7

^ Faces. Don’t let the lexl-

Ljonly aspect put you off.

since the location descriptions are de-

tailed and reasonably original.

Your objective is to achieve Wizard
status by finding a spell book, a staff, a

hat, and a cloak. 1 should point out here

that in real life you would also have to

apply for membership of the National

Union of Wizards, normally only

granted following payment of a massive

fee. For Artie’s sake, however, I am
content to let the matter rest for the

Once you’ve achieved such elevated

status, you must prove your mettle by
defeating another (evil) wizard to win
the game. There are approximately 150

locations and an average vocabularly,

linked together by a number of puzzle,

most of which are fairly logical an
perhaps not quite so difficult as some t
‘ ’*

's earlier offerings. Even the obligt

ivayn st of its

by having each room named after a

different colour, and you can list the

game's vocabulary by typing ’Dic-

tionary’.

Like all Artie's games, this is an
enjoyable adventure. It doesn't have

independent characters wandering ab-

out, or enormously complex sentence

input, but it docs have a hypnotic

mirror, a Herculean rabbit, and enough
to keepyou busy far into the night.

Well, that's it for this month. Don't

forget, if you have any comments or

suggestions for the Adventureworld

pages, do let me know. These arc your

pages, and the White Wizard remains

your humble servant. The address to

write to is: The White Wizard, Personal

Computer Games, 62 Oxford Street,

London W1A 2HG. Correspondence
on all aspects of adventuring and life in

the Goblin's Dungeon is most welcome.

STOP PRESS: Curse of the 7 faces will now be

released by Imperial Software(NOT Artie).

sMailbag Few adventures are too

crack provided you follow

guidelines. The first thing

What do other readers think? Should, nonsense. Enter 'qwiy mgkl'.

for example, more games include a pie, and see what happens. Li

vocabulary command? like this can help you work
Finally, I regularly receive letters from input the program is expectu

readers asking for games suitable for readers have any interesting hi

apprentice adventurers. This is a very about the actual playing of i

difficult question to answer, and I’m games (as opposed to the solving of

inclined to say that there is no such particular problems) than the White

ADVENTURE

NEWS
No new titles

1984 ended on a sad note

for some adventure

houses. Marteeh. Phipps
Associates, and Virgin

have all decided against

titles unless the mar-
ket irr

•We it n the

our purse-strings will

decide...

More from Level 9

three new games, entitled

Emerald Isle, Price of
Magic, and Red Moon.
Emerald Isle is a new
departure for the com-
pany - it retails at £6.95

rather than the usual

£9.95 required for other

Level 9 titles.

being charged because
Emerald Isle is shorter

than our other games,’

says Margaret Austin,

'with only 150-plus illus-

trated locations, com-
pared to the 240 on Re-
turn to Eden

'

The game
has you bailing out of
your aircraft over an is-

land dominated by an
exotic civilisation from
which you must escape.

The other two Level 9
releases, both with

graphics, are Price of

Magic and Red Moon.
These will be full-scale

games, changing hands
at the usual £9.95. More
details next month.

Karn sequel

Interceptor are bringing

out the long-awaited

Empire of Karn, sequel

to the very successful

Heroes of Karn. The
game should be coming

i the inps a
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“THE STAFE OF KARNATH" recommended retail price £9.95 inc VAT
Available from W.H.SMITHS, BOOTS, J.MENZIES, WOOLWORTHS

and all good software retail outlets. Also available from
ULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU

(P&-P included) Tel: 0530 411485



Challenge Chamber

sing of arms and the men. Two
valiant gladiators from the Midlands
of England entered the Challenge

Chamber this month for a classical

play-off on Micro-Antics' unexpanded
Vicgame Chariot Race.
Lee Simpson. 14, ofTuxford in Notts,

is a Vic veteran, having received his
machine way back in November 1983.
He buys ‘a couple of games a month’,
which he pays for with the huge
amounts of money he earns doing a
paper round. Chariot Race is his
favourite game, but if he gets bored with
it he can always try something he’s
written himself - such as Race Night, a

I horses and betting program. Soon, Lee
intends to embark on a study of the
mysteries ofmachine code. Two more plucky gamesters fight it out in our dreaded
From Walsall comes 15-year-old hinh.wnro i<,ci

charioteer Simon Grainger. He’s had
H.gh-score test room,

his Vic for six months and is still very
happy. Apart from Chariot Race, He's
very keen on Imagine's Mega-Vault.
Unlike Lee, Simon doesn't program -
and has no intention of learning. Play-
ingthegame’s the thing for him.
And so they reached that most myste-

rious and forbidding of all arenas, that

Colosseum of computer games, where
wallies are thrown to the lions and the
brave win their laurels - the Challenge
Chamber. The chariots were ready and
waiting. The object of the game is to
survive and win a twenty-lap race
against some ofthe nastiest drivers since
Ben Hur. Out of the walls project
buttresses into which you must force
other chariots in order to score points.

Gauge monitor speed and pushing pow-
er, and if you go too slowly the irate

crowd will start to lob fireballs onto the
track.

The contest was to be over five races,
with the highest average taking the glory
and the spoils of victory. Simon was the
first to crack the whip and charge away,
bumping and crashing his rivals into the
walls. The crowd roared, but disaster
struck as a lapse of concentration saw
him pulped on a buttress for a paltry

2,906 points-5,000 below his best.

Lee was off now, weaving through
dusters of chariots at a tremendous
speed. The laps ticked away while the
points mounted up; 3,000, 4,000. He
looked set for a huge score until, with
five laps left, a rival spiked him and into
the wall he went at 4,747.
Race Number Two began with Simon

cracking away in great style. Keeping
K speed fairly low at 180 he concentrated

I

on smashing as many opponents as

;

possible. It was mayhem and lots of
points. With nine laps left he had over
5,000 points and looked ready for a
massive score. But, again - disaster. His
team of horses got out of control and

I Simon was reduced to a heap of bellow-
i ingwreckage.

Lee set off at a cracking pace which he
I maintained throughout. He was scoring
I points as rapidly as Simon had, but he

|
wasn’t getting killed either. On he went.

THE GREAT
CHARIOT
RACE
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reaching the last lap with nearly 7,000

points. He held on to the end and got

what all Chariot Racers are looking for-

that 2,000 bonus for completing the

course finishingon 8,676.

Simon had to produce a bigscore now
- orLee had to bite the dust - for him to

have any chance of catching up. And
indeed he showed what he was made of.

Through 19 laps he went, calmly

ammassing points. He had only one lap

to go for that succulent bonus - and he

blew it on 6,639.

Over to Lee. He got off to a good start

but fell on lap 11 and scored only 4,410.

Was it bad enough to allow Simon to get

back into contention?

No. because he had another rotten

ride. On lap 13 his pushing power got

dangerously low and he was smashed
into the wall for a mere 3,622. Lee
seemed to lose some combative spirit

after seeing this: he could only manage
4,649. But driving a chariot is a tiring

And so to the last race. Simon needed
a massive score. Lee needed only to

keep his head to gain a crushing victory.

Simon started off with the bit between
his teeth as well as the horses’. Deter-

mination was written in every line of his

face, and translated into a heap ofpoints

on the screen. Once more, though, he

couldn't survive to collect that essential

bonus. Death on 6,1 14.

Would Lee let his lead go for nothing

and snuff it on the first lap? Could his

nerve hold?
It certainly could. He only made a

score of 3,172, but it was enough to give

him a resounding victory with an aver-

age of 5,136 to Simon's 4.331. Hail the

conquering hero!

But what of the loser. Should the

Chamber Master's thumb stay up oi

down? Did Simon deserve to be thrown

to the Master's hungry lions? No, the

Master's heart was filled with mercy and
a touch of admiration for the

courageous way he battled through on a

day when the Gods were obviously

MUM'S THE WORD
Dear Chamber Master,

The score I sent in for Pogo Joe could
have been higher, butmymum made me
turn it off. 1 had 27 left and 1 was on
screen 153. Could you please inform my
mum that 1 1 .30pm is NOT too late to go
to bed and it is worth being late for

school in the morning to get my score

printed in a great magazine like PCG.
Steven Weaver,

Strathavan,Lamarkshire

Well, Steven
,
the Master sympathises.

But he cannot enter into correspond-

ence with individual mothers. As for

being late for school, it’s so long since

the Chamber Masterwasat one that he
can't remember if it’s worth getting

However, you’ve succeeded in one
very important thing - getting your
scorepublished. Here goes:

POGO Kit (CBM 64)

*1,047,260 Steven Weaver, Strathavan,

Lanarkshire

DearChamber Master,

1 write to you in agony . .. after spending

five hours playing Quo Vadis, and
reaching the centre-bottom of the map,
my motherTURNEDOFFTHF.TV!
My strength was still 100% and the

last time I looked at my score it was
462,100. Not one word of apology can I

forceout ofmy dear matriarch. I am sure

the sceptre was only a couple ofcaverns

away, so I hope to return there soon

(when she isn't around) and actually get

MarkTrower.
Nuthall, Notts.

Oh, dear. More mother trouble. What is

to be done about them? They've got to

have some time to watch the telly - or

even to play a few games themselves.

The Master urges gamesters to be more
understanding. Mothers have a very

difficult fob and it can’t be easy for

them watching their children playing

Quo Vadis for five hours at a stretch.

Rut let’s have a few more letters on
this touchy subject. Why don’t you
mums write in and tell us your feel-

ings?

And, finally, a word about scores on the

latest Ultimate games. On Knight iJtre

the Master will only accept entries for

completed games - give the number of

days it took you to do it. On Underworl-

de don't bother sending in high scores.

It’s percentages wewant.
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DON’T
VAT
THE
PRESS

There are strong reasons to believe the
Chancellor of the Exchequer is planning to
impose VAT on your magazine.
Such a move would turn the clock back 130
years — the last tax on newspapers and
journals was repealed in 1855. Since then 'No
tax on knowledge' has been a principle
agreed by all Governments, even in the darkest
days of war.

A free Press is a tax-free Press.
No Government should be given the power to
impose financial pressure on a Press it may
not like.

Tell your MP to say 'NO' to any tax on reading.

The New Force in Software

BATTLECARS: "Go out and buy it today!"
Personal Computer News

DAY : "...an excellent wargame with graphics to match—at last!"

Crash Micro
TOWER OF DESPAIR: "Fantasy fans will love this game"

Crash Micro



48K SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM

"ALIEN 8" recommended retail price S.9.95 inc VAT

Available from W.H.SMITHS, BOOTS, J.MENZIES, WOOLWORTHS
and all good software retail outlets. Also available from

ULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU
(P&P included) Tel: 0530 41 1485



48K SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM

"UNDERWURLDE" recommended retail price £9.95 inc VAT
Available from W.H.SMITHS, BOOTS, J.MENZIES, WOOLWORTHS

and all good software retail outlets. Also available from
ULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU

(P&P included) Tel: 0530 411485



TRICKS 'N TACTICS
PCG tips on high scoring in your favourite games

TIPS FOR THE ELITE FROM THE ELITE





Tricks 'n Tactics
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48K SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM

"KNIGHT LORE" recommended retail price £9.95 inc VAT

Available from W.H.SMITHS, BOOTS, J.MENZIES, WOOLWORTHS
and all good software retail outlets. Also available from

ULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU
(P8fP included) Tel: 0530 411485
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Gorf
gambits
Gorfhas been around a long

time on the Vic 20. but it’s

still very popular. William
Church in Liskeard, Corn-
wall reveals how to crack it.

•
STAGE 1 ASTRO BATTLES
At the beginning, move as close

as you can to (he force-field and
nab Gorf- you should be able to

blow up all of the front line and a

BATTLING THROUGH
One of the greatest American games of all time, available in Britain on the Atari,

Commodore 64 and Spectrum, poses numerous brain-teasing joystick-testing puzzles, Chris

Anderson gives his BoulderDash tips, including detailed advice on some of the tough caves.

for them.
Theground rules

•Don't start a game unless

you have plenty of free lime

available. It's too stressful to

stop playing within just an

•Don't introduce anyone
else to the game unless you’re

physically strong enough to

wrench them offthe joystick.

•Don’t load the game in the

presence of Vic, Oric or BBC
owners for whom it isn’t

available - they may try to

steal your computer.

£ Force yourself to stop play-

ing at least half an hour be-

fore going to bed. This leaves

enough lime for a quick walk
through the night air to ease

the tension. Otherwise you'll

lieawake all night.

Cave C Maze: Simply a mat-

terofworking out an efficient

route passing all the di-

amonds. You should aim to

end with the diamond bottom

right near the exit. Look out

for boulders toppling off

Cave D Butterflies: An easy

cave on lower levels. There
are boulders in position

above the first three butter-

flies on level one. Just tunnel

up to them and move out of

the way. On the fourth but-

terfly there's a boulder at top

right of the screen which can
easily be pushed into a more
suitable position.

•Don’t bringdown too many

you may find it hard to escape

later.

•Don’t seal off the amoeba
completely. You should block

the last gap yourself, prefer-

ably right at the bottom of the

to collect the jewels after the

amoeba has metamorphosed.

• If the amoeba has com-
pletely escaped, use what re-

maining time you have to

collect the few jewels already

created. Could give you an
extra life.

•On level one, it’s easiest to

seal off the right side first,

then the top, then the left-

•Take great care collecting

jewels - use thefreeze button.

General playing tips

Digging down near boulders

is far more dangerous than

moving sideways or upwards.

Avoid it if you can. If you
can’t, beware those toppling

boulders.

Make full use of the fire-

button control which allows

you to collect a diamond, dig

earth or move a boulder from
a neighbouring square. On
screen one, for example, you
can collect many extra di-

amonds like this and when
you're letting fire Hies loose,

it's far safer that way.

Remember the habits of

fireflies and butterflies. Fire-

flies always turn left whenev-
er they can. butterflies turn

right. You can exploit these

Cave F Firefly Dens: Clear an

empty space for boulders to

foil into and then make a

clear route to the top of the

screen. Move left to the top
den, and then as the fireflies

move to the backs of the dens,

move down, clearing all four

entrances. The fireflies will

move up and back round the

route you've cleared. You fol-

low them, picking up the di-

amonds, and then leaving the

path, making sure vou move
under a boulder to' seal your
escape path. On higher levels

Cave G Amoeba: Great cave

this, but can be very mean.
The main tips are:

It's all too easy to get yourself

trapped or killed.

Cave H Enchanted Wall: On
level one there’s a pesky
firefly jusl above the wall

w'hich is quite easy to crush

with a boulder. That makes
life a lot easier. The wall stays

enchanted for quite a while,

so don’t panic.

Cave J Tracks: The secret is

working out a pattern of

tracks which will keep the

fireflies occupied for as long

as possible after being re-

leased. I’ve found a comb to

be the most successful (see

diagram). Fireflies have to

travel along each tooth of the

comb twice {down and up)

giving you time to collect the
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Tricks 'n Tactics

Eggsiting tips forBeaky
fantasy's Beaky and the Egg Snatchers is a game that has froogle. Do not ran inn

aroused a lot of interest in Spectrum owners with a desire to spheres. Try to shoot the s

ather than destroy. Here’s how Kristian Legg of flakes as soon as possible si

Esse* makes those little birdies grow. can sh00' ttle droPlet!

mough platform, fly to the edge <

should be

eggs, still leaving plen>

When the egg-snatchers havi

lected the eggs from the bn
platform, you can shoot

from the centre platform.

screen and shoo

Cheating at
Overdrive

until the instructions, and the

Escape. Ctrl Z, Ctrl L, Escap

List 200, Return.

You will sec a line of Bas

including the phrase:

Underhand
method at

mss it. If you fail, tr

lightly different heigl

k you will

is method

Roland with extra
time

Steven Fraser from Strath- type poke

Clyde gives us our first tips poke ftgt«,n: poke 11279.11 aftel

for 1he Amstrad - on Roland thegame has loaded

in Time and Punch?
. ,

’

I^le "f s'uc*' screen is kep
... ...... from addresses i iSrreen It Ir

between the Spectrum version tom) -
and the Amstrad version is that Tomato
sausages appear on every screen (top) - 2
on the Spectrum bul on only To adc

The following information (iiJiav-s

allows you to alter the objects value),

that appear on any of the 16 To deli

screens. To load the proram replace 6

id sausages in every

= 32, Custard (bul-

brthen To run Punchy typec*

BOULDER DASH
The rest is easy. Go to

position D, via B and C. Then
make a tunnel down and left.

Release butterfly 6, move
back along the tunnel, clear

the earth under hnulder B,

move out of the way and
POW, nine gleaming jewels

for you to coiled. The dotted

lines show how you can make-

tunnels to hit butterfly 5 with

boulder C, butterfly 4 with

boulderD and3 with E.

That's enough jewels for

level one. so you can escape

at your leisure. At higher

levels you must also use your
firefly blocking boulders for

the last two butterflies. This

means you have to do some
firefly dodging at the end.

Cave O Funnel: The en-

chanted wall goes dead after a

couple of seconds, so you
have to make very careful

preparations. Clear as much
earth nearthe right hand wall

ofthefunnel asyou can.

Then go
vail to the 01 side ar

space under the funnel. Then
clear as much earth as you
can at the bottom of the fun-

nel before letting the first

boulder through the wall.

Cave P Enchanted Boxes:
Don't try to get all the jewels

from just one box. It's virtual-

ly impossible, even on level

one. It’s quite easy to blow
holes in the first two boxes,

clear them out and still have
enough lime to pile a few

boulders above, ready to cas

cade through the upper walls.

m
TIPS

Willy train

tips
The Pettis of Willy is f:

becoming a Vic 20 cult.

Adrian Fleming revealed the

secrets which helped him
safely through the game.
Here we print his technique

e right

platform

Carry on jumping to get to the

lop non-collapsible platform

Walk right to die end and jump

t to get

^

thi

conveyor belt take you left and
then jump right at the end, onto

the collapsible platfonn. (Y<

may need to use the second co:

veyorbelt).

Jump straight up for the ki

,

and lei the platform collapse.

Walk off until you cc
"

platform lhal stretches

die right and jump off, getting the

key.

Get down to the level of tl

train, avoiding it as before, ar

jump upstairs, watching out f

balloons. Walk to the far side at

get the m
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Software Projects Limited, Bearbrand Complex, Allerton Road, Woolton,
Liverpool L25 7SF. Telephone: 051-428 9393 (4 lines). Telex: 627520.



: applicable
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I (Please add £1.00 for orders outside UK)
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NEXTMONTH
The March issue of PCC is due out Thursday, February 1 4. Just 75p!

BRITAIN'S
MEANEST
PLAYER

t The Final Conflict is returninuriger its Christmas
break.

B Page after page ol

anywhere.
,

• News, gossip, c

favourite pages Bulging at the sc

age of best you'

p, cntflWSadventures, your

BRITAIN'S 6REATEST REVIEWS
Already our reviewing panel
are hammering a( the

keyboard in an attempt to get

through the sizeable pile of
programs awaiting their ver-

dict.

There's the remarkable
Cad Cam Warrior with 8,000
screens, on the '64. But is it

compulsive?
There’s Ocean's new foot-

ball game on the Spectrum.
But is it playable?

There's an intriguing re-

lease on the Beeb from new
company Viper. But will it

hold your interest?

The verdicts that count
await your attention in

March’s PCG.

results
why not lake out a subscrip-

tion to PCG? Ifyou live in the

LK it costs just £9.00 for 12

issues - so effectively the

postage is free.

For our readers overseas in

Europe the price is £26.50
and elsewhere it costs £50.00

Personal Computer Games
Subscriptions, 55 Frith

Street, London VV1A2HG.
Cheques should be made

payable to: VNU Business

Publications BV. You can

also pay by credit card.

Did you enter our energy
competition to try to win
£1,000 for a game idea?

Have you sent us cartoons

tor in our great CliffHanger
contest?

Are you one of the Vic

owners waiting to find out if

you’ve won a copy of Perils

ofWilly?
We’re planning to print

the names of all the winners

in the next issue. Only
another month and a prize

could be on its way!

Aardvark 18

Activision.. 61

Addictive... 64

A&FS/W 42
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Anirog 76
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Tandy Colour Version requires 32K
non-extended basic and is available only al Tandy Stores.

Not a Game— A very realistic Flight

Simulation!!!!

Worlds Of Flight (W.O.F.) is a ‘View"

orientated flight simulation for the
Dragon 32 and Tandy colour 32k
computers, - written entirely in

machine language.

“View" orientated means that the

pilot may determine his or her
position by actually viewing the

surrounding landmarks and
features as opposed to flying

on instruments only.

The craft is a light weight, low
winged, single engined

aeroplane, with a nose wheel

which is both steerable

and retractable.

Most Instrument manoeuvres
and procedures may be practised, as well as

aerobatics which include, aileron rolls, spins, stalls and
sustained inverted flight.

100% machine code with high
resolution graphics.

Requires 2 Potentiometer/Floating Joysticks


